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On account of flu and weather conditions, it is found nec~

essary to extend the special campaign~ith 75C offer to
Monday, March lIth. It is therefore impossible to tabulate
results, as proposed, in this issue. As soon as the returns of
the campaign are inoprobably 1n May Issue, we will print
on page 9 a table of increases.

Let every agent rush to us a full and bulging report!!
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"I Have a Baptism
To Be Baptised With-·"
A ND a money explosion might not have been so bad. In

the tension of the Conference everyone sat eagerly
awaiting developments. One Educational Secretary was reo
joicing in spirit, as he sat on the good sidelines, that our
educational policy was winning, the book, the literature, the
institutes, the .voice-we were beyond, maybe, the high pres.
sure that through the Centenary and fot many moons before
had held Secretaries and Missionary Bishops on tenters of
anxiery as to where money would corne from to get meat and
bread for next day's maintenance-such a Secretary was remem.
bering the assurance of the educational leaders that if we would
give the people in a cultural way the facts, we might avoid
the everlasting travail of debts, deficits, straining and in.
sufficient budgets, and in a good, quiet, normal way carry on.

In all this our Secretary was taking real comfort, but at
the same time, with some disquiet of mind, was remember.
ing that in the year just ending, the best cultural year we
had ever had, the Board of Missions had suffered a most sur.
prising and unaccountable falling off in our income on main.
tenance. Torn between his fine theory and his sense of
emergent, critical need for money, suddenly there broke in
upon his divided thoughts these spontaneous gifts, finally
culminating in the proposal to rurn aside and take up a
collection for $70,00o--well, the Editor.Sceretary just let the
enthusiasm of the people rock on its good, spontaneous way!
There might be some difference of opinion as to the best
method of channelling the glowing interest of the people,
but not a word could be spoken against an impulse so natural
and timely.

Really, we have never been able to get along in our mis.
sionary business without the dynamic element-the high
ptessure sense and expression of urgency. It carne to us in
the Centenary, that any intelligent man must believe was the
most fruitful movement that has corne in the history of our
Church. It carne at New Orleans, in a flare that projected
Soochow Universiry. It carne at Lake Junaluska in 1913, in
a pledged offering of $150,000. It carne to the Church
to the world-in the Student Volunteer Movement, putting
a strain' of the self.sacrificial and heroic in our colleges-in
the Church, that has never been entirely lost out of the
religious life of this country. It was true at Pentecosr, when
men and women, endued with a spiritual baptism, went
everywhere preaching the Gospel. There must be at bortom
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A Near
Money Flare

I T LOOKED as if we should have an old time explosion
morc than once in the meeting at Memphis-a real
money flare. When Bishop Darlington had finished his

plea for Europe, mentioning that he needed money for the
Bible School in Brussels, a word was said to him, and he
flipped a little piece of paper, saying, "Here's a check for
$500, signed by a woman", and again, "A check for $100,
signed by a preacher", and before he could get to his seat
another piece of paper, and "This is a check for $500, signed
by another woman."

And when Dr. Goddard finished telling of the Leper Col.
ony in our Mission in Africa, and declared that if we might
add five new stations, and do our work in the Congo as the
Southern Presbyterians, our neighbors, are doing theirs-if he
could spend $70,000 more than we ate now spending in
Africa, Dr. H. S. ShangIe of the Northwest Conference moved
that the Conference take a collection fot $70,000. There was
a momentary demurret, but Dr. Shangle insisted. Then a
whispered conference of the Secretaries on the platform, and
the General Secretary carne forward, his face beaming, and
said it was just such a spirit that he had hoped would develop
in the Confetence--the sense of pressing urgency, but that
probably a collection on the spot would not be the best way.
We had a wa'j ptovided by the General Conference. Nearly
everybody there would go out of the Memphis meeting down
into one of the missionary institutes. "Just let everybody
carry the message of this Conference to all the churches
its message of need and opportunity", and at the end of
February give every membet of the Church the opportuniry
of making a free will offering for the support of the General
Missionary Work of the Church. If that is done, and worthily
done, we will be able to keep our pledges in Europe, carry
on in Japan and China and take a long step forward into
the darkness of "darkest Africa".

At this writing it is not certainly known how well the
free will offering was made as compared with last year, but
there is good reason to believe that the spirit of the Memphis
Conference has spread like a gracious contagion throughout
the Church, and that the offering on maintenance in 1929
will be materially reinforced by the influence of that great
Conference.

,APRIL, 1929
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years of fifteen 10,000 ron cruisers and one aeroplane cat.
rier. The President had .opposed the time resttiction, pre.
ferring that the matter might be left open and discretionary
with the newly elected President. Mr. Hoover, the President
elect, had been quoted on the floor of the Senate as favoring
the time limitation, but had promptly denied' authorization .
for such a position. But in spite of the opposition from such
high sources, the bill passed the Senate on February 5th in a
vote of 68 to 12.

The support of the measute, to a man looking on from
the outside, has been tathet curious-cutiously mixed among
political bed.fellows, Democrats favoring the position of
atmed isolation; and Republicans of the old isolacion group
on the side of the good Wilsonian doctrine of world co
operation. "Great enthusiasm for the bill on the part .of a
few senators, a few people; great enmity to the bill on the
part of a dozen senatOrs; a few people; and great apathy to

ward the bill on the part of an overwhelming majority." So
declares one newspaper. It looked sometimes as if some sen
ators; uncertain of their own convictions, if they had any,
were finally taking up their positions out' of a certain pervers
ity of soreness against the outcome and dissensions of the
late election.

This editor believes that of all times this cruiser reinforce
ment ought not to have belm authorized now. The chief
value of the 'peace pact, no doubt, is a psychological one, but
that is a real value, and the United States ought not with
her right hand to sign a pact agreeing to renounce war, and
then, even with her left hand, sign an order authorizing a
$270,000,000 expenditure on the implements .of war. It
may mean nothing, but the people of the world would never
so construe it.

There Are
Still Good Loopholes
A ND there is in the Peace Pact more than psychology.

The pact signed in Paris and accepted without reserva.
tion by our government, despite the opinion of such high
authorities as Senators James Reed and Carter Glass, is more
than a piece of paper. Men in high places who lightly or
petulantly say such things do hinder the great movemenr,
but peace is in the thinking of the world, fixed and intensified
by the signing of the Pact of Paris. Measure of defense,
gestute of retaliation, good trading card or what not, it is an
expense that ought not to be saddled on the American people,
and one that, unless all signs fail, will soon be out of date
and useless. It is interesting to note that the President per
sists in his desire to leave the time unrestricted by failing to
provide in his recommendation to Congress money needed
for the immediate projection of the cruiser building pro.
gram. There are other loopholes, it is pleasing to recall, 'and
men who oppose great armament programs because they be
lieve profoundly in peace may yet hope that not in the next
three years or thirty will fifteen cruisers be added to the
United States Navy. '

Rather Unusual Thinks
Brother Hawkins

OUR good friend, Brother W. D. Hawkins, Missionaty Sec.
retary of the Mississippi Conference, is telling a good

stOry of a missionary meeting with no women present. In an
itineraty through the Brookhaven Disccict the Presiding Elder
had arranged for a meeting at Bethel Church on the Scotland
Charge on a week day at eleven o'clock. It rained all the night
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always a basal element of life, if education is ro be sustained
and effectual. So it was at the beginning. In the New
Testament is everywhere present the evangelical-the vital
factors of ardor and constraint, keeping us eternally reminded
chat the King's business requireth haste. Surely this sense
of constraining urgency must have come ro us through the
spirit of Him who in His redeeming work on earth declared,
"I have a baptism to be baptised with, and how am I strait
ened until it be accomplished."

The Hospital Movement
In Our Church

DR. JARRELL tells us that we have in the home territoty
1i hospitals, worth $9,500,000, having about 17,000

beds, treating annually 33,250, spending about $400,000 a
year for their service to needy patients. Southern Methodist
people will read that statement and marvel, and tejoice.
When the Hospital Board was set up in 1922, probably its
best friends were not sanguine enough to predict a progress
so rapid. Surely the providential time had come for a move.
ment so Christian-if "providential" might be used of a
thing that presses now because it ought to have been done
long, long before.

Anyway, during the war the people had envisioned high
things, and during the war (sic!), and after, they made big
money and almost developed the habit of giving it when
human need and human suffering were involved. True, the
reaction came, we let fall our lifted sights and lost largely
the gleam and radiance of high-souled service. But not
entirely. Probably nothing like as badly as has been com
monly said. A large proportion of the good rank and file'
of our people have not lost their vision, and, when the Hos
pital Board brought to them the opportunity, they were
ready to give their money. There are people with money
that cannot see very far away, and would not be reached by
any abstract need involving the subtlest principle or implica
cion of the ideal. But they can see physical suffering, and so
there is an increasing number of people, outside and inside
of the Church, making money, that will be appealed to by
human sickness and pain, and giving their money to these
instirutions of mercy, will be greatly blessed, as they bless
with their generosity the communities in which they live and
their generation.
. One rej.oi~es in the naturalness of the feeling that prompts
In the buIlding and support of hospitals. So it was in the
ministry of our Lord. It was religion with him, as every.
thing was religion, but one feels that His ministry was pro.
foundly human. Jesus was just letting His human heart ho.ve
its way, when He touched the leper, healed the blind and
lame, laid His hand in healing upon the sick. No driving
mechani~m or artificial posing in that ministry, but a deep
compassIOn for brothers and sisters low fallen i.n pain and
ne~d: So the hospital movement need not strive to build up
reltglOus mechanisms. If it is deep-if it is sincere, as was the
gracious service of Jesus, the Great Physician, in its atmos
phere and spirit, in all its high ends, the hospital movement
In our Church will be like the spirit of its great Master,
Christian..

4

The Cruiser Bill
And Peace
I N ~PITE of the effOrts of an unfavorable group, the Cruiser

BIll has been passed, with various vicissitudes and some
modification. The bill provides for the building within three
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country, and get away with their crime as effectually as if it
were done in Turkey, Afghanistan, or-well, as it it were
a lynching party in Mississippi. The true Southerner does
not condone either the one or the other, but feels-noblesse
oblige-that it is his privilege especially to help the section
he loves to clear herself of a reproach that she ought no
longer to bear. We are Americans, also, as good as any, and it
is something to us that New York should be a free state
for rum, and that Chicago should be bandit-governed, and
nothing be done about it.

At the proper time Christian leaders of the South have
a right to say what they think in condemnation of this horror
of lawlessness all over this land. But if we wish our efforts
against lynching to win, condemnation by Southern leaders
must be so clear and strong-so unequivocal, as to show that
we feel, ourselves, the reproach, and mean to give absolutely
no quarter. If the influence of the Church is needed, we
should invoke that. The Church has a. right to declare her
self and use all her machinery to fight a thing so inimical
to her life. But the citizen, by vi rme of his right of free
speech in this land, and out of his loyalty to a sincere Chris.
tian convierion, should declare himself publicly and privately
against this unspeakable blot on our social fame. Our Chris.
tian women, who have trained to these high ideals in mis
sionary societies, our Conference papers and our great secular
dailies, our preachers who have shown their courage when
great moral questions were involved-evetybody who loves
the South, loves the Church, and would honor Jesus Christ,
should speak out his mind, especially backing up any civil
official that would like to do his duty, and putting the pres
sure unrelentingly behind the official that would condone or
hesitate. Public sentiment and general agitation will help,
but what is needed now is a definite, courageous pressure upon
community and state officials until they are willing to risk
position and life, if need be, in order to give the law its
course.

"I was only sent there for the capture of the Negro, and
after he had been captured my mission was' complete," said
General J. M. Hairston, head of the National Guard of Mis:
sissippi.

Judge Davis of the Sunflower Circuit Court is reported to

have said, "Thete will probably be some sort of investiga.
tion, but I fear that there will be no aerion taken."

And Governor Bilbo declared that he had "neither the
time nor the money to investigate the aerions of 2,000 men."
"I might as well undertake to investigate the whole state of
Mississippi."

It is still being told how a man in high official position
in this nation, when his father had been abused and killed
by a Negro fiend, and the mob was abusing the Negro pre
paratory to burning him at the stake, rushed into the crowd
and plead that the law be allowed to take its course. And
the morning papers of February 11 th told how at Riverside,
California, at two o'clock in the morning, fiEry-five automo
biles had stopped ll,t the. county jail, and two hundred and
fifty men, surrounding the jail, demanded to see the prisoner,
George Stewart Northcott. Sheriff Clem Sweeters faced the
crowd, and said, "I know we ate outnumbered fifty to one,
but you men can get Northcott only over our dead bodies.
We are here to safeguard the prisoner. The same law that
demands that we do it will take Northcott's life. Bloodshed
now would be foolish."

"Sheriff, we believe you are right," said the leader of the
mob, and shaking hands with the sheriff, left the jail.

[ 125 J 5

Wise Southerners
Will Give No Quarter
BUT condoning is no light thing. Perhaps at this moment

it is the most difficult faeror that must confront us in
the South .in dealing with the problem of lynching. It is no
justification or extenuation of a lynching in Mississippi that
seven men are lined up against the wall of a garage in Chi.
cago and shot to death by a band of organized bandits, who
defy the police system of the largest city but one in this

APRIL, 1929

before, and continued throughout the morning of the meeting.
The pastor and five laymen were present. At the conclusion of
the'missionary talk, they decided to take a special to more than
cover their goal, and each one subscribed for THE MISSIONARY
VOICE. Rather unusual not to have any ladies at a missionary
meeting-also to have all the men subscribe to the VOICE.

Paganism
In Our Very Midst
"pAGANISM may be in our very midst."

"This morning it was on the front pages of every
one of your newspapers."

"Nowhere are there men more pagan in heart than those
who burned that Negro to death yesterday."

So detoured Stanley Jones from the easy track of his great
speech at the opening session of the First International Con
ference held in Memphis. His reference was to an incident
occurring the day before on the Parchman farm near Rome,
Mississippi, that had horrified the country and scandalized
the entire Christian world. Charles Shepherd, Negro trusty
on the Parchman farm, had brutally slain Sgt. J. D. Duvall,
and capturing his daughter Ruth, eighteen, had forced her
to accompany him on a thirty hour march about the planta
tion, and horror tracking horror, a mob had found the Negro,
bound him, saturated his body with gasoline, covered with
brush and then burned him.

Other speakers of the Conference referred to the mob and
the lynching, because it was instinerively felt that the prob
lem, pushed again to the fore in this dreadful story on the
front pages of the morning papers, pertained vitally and pri
marily to the business of this Conference.

Dr. Onderdonk, in a speech on "Christianizing America,"
declared that the lynching presents to the people of the world
"a picture of Christianity in America."

Bishop Beauchamp felt that the incident came closer home
still, and bespoke the element of racial prejudice in the very
fabric of our Christian civilization in this land that is un.
christian, and that the Church must rid itself of bdore we
can really achieve the wider missionary task abroad.

Again and again, in public and, in private, on the platform
and in the corridors, the lynching was discussed, with a feel
ing of horror that like a pall overshadowed the high days in
the big auditorium in Memphis.

The church papers without exception have condemned, and
the daily papers for the most part have declared that lynch
ing is a thing alien to the life of this free American land.
The only halting has been an occasional extenuation or apol
ogy implied in the one-sided denunciation of the crime com
mitted by the Negro and a petulant defense of the South in
which the horror of lynching has been so often done as to
be thought of in this country and abroad as charaereristic of
life in this seerion of America.
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The Cruiser Bill Breaks Up Bed-Fellows

O N JANUARY 28th a futile attempt was made to bolster
the Cruiser Bill now under ~re in the United States

Senate when Congressl}lan Fred Britten, of Illinois, implied
in a newspaper interview that he voiced President.elect
Hoover's sentiment in SUpport of this bill which was in oppo.
sition to President Coolidge's stand that the time limit should
be omitted. Me. Hoover immediately· advised President Cool.
idge by telegram that he had given no such statement either in
private or in public and that he supported the President's
position which recommended that the time limit be omitted
from the Cruiser Bill. He also advised President Coolidge
that he was at liberty to make this telegram public.

It is worthy of note that Frederick Hale, Chairman of the
Senate Naval Affairs Committee, Republican, and regular of
regulars, has broken with President Coolidge ·in trying to
over.ride the President's recommendation to omit the time
limit in the Cruiser Bill, and also is equally at variance with
President.Elect Hoov~r's attirude on this same question, Com.
ment in and around Senate Corridors is one of surprise that
Senator Hale could so far depatt from his good Republican
regularity.

* * *

cidentally, this makes quite a difficult problem for the church,
for in not a few towns the church frontage has had to· be
pulled down, and several hundred dollars found for building
the road and building up the frontage again.

It is said that the road from Chengm to Chungking will
be completed this summer, and that then it will be possible to
make the journey in one day instead of ten as at present.

* * *

Senator Borah on the Cruiser Bill·
·THE position of Senator Hale on the Cruiser Bill was op.

posed by that of Senator Borah, Chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, the most important committee
in the United States Senate. ..

Senator Borah seriously objected on the Hoor of the Senate
to the time limit and also the impott of the Cruiser Bill. His
argument directed against the Bill insisted that the Bill was
untimely in that its passage could only be construed in the
light of our own insincerity regarding the General Peace
Pact. It would be so viewed by other nations. For that rea·
son alone he asserted the Cruiser Bill could well await action
at a later date. He futther insisted that action should be de.
ferred until the United States and Great -Britain had an op.
portunity to confer and arrive at an agreement for the modi.
fication of maritime laws and reach agreement on the ques.
tion of the freedom on the seas. After such a meeting the
necessity for building any more cruisets in all probability
.would be avoided and thus a vast sum of money saved to the
tax payers of the nation.

Senator Borah was reluctant to impose upon the tax payers
of the nation such a heavy burden as will .result from this
cruiser building program if it is at all possible to be avoided,
and in his belief, as stated on the floor of the Senate, it is
possible, if time is allowed for representatives of these twO
governments to get together.

THE MISSIONARY VOICE

T HE National Chtistian Council, at its sixth annual meet
ing, faced with deep concern the. serious situations caused

by the uncertainty in many minds as to the need and place
for missionaries in the Christian Movement in China.

In spite of the fact that, in some cases, missionaries have
withdrawn owing to necessaty readjustments, the Council is
deeply convinced that, for a long time to come, there will
be such a need, and that the help of missionaries will be
required, in one part of China or another, for practically
every type of work. While administrative responsibilities will
be increasingly carried by Chinese, even here there will still
be some service to be rendered by missionaries, and there is
an ever enlarging need for specially trained men and women
of deep consecration as the Church seeks to enter into new
and wider fields of service.

If the opportunity of today were but realized by students
and other young people in the older Churches, there would
surely be a large offering of the finest men and women to
come in as fellow workers of Chinese Christians in the com·
mon service of the Church in this land. It "is our prayer that,
in this new day for China, the opportunity may be seen and
taken by many in the spirit of Christ, who said, "I am among
you as one that serveth."

The whole question of qualification, training and· work of
missionaries has been referred to a special committee for care.
ful study from the point of view of Chinese Christians, the
missionary himself and the ever-changing conditions in the
country.

* * *

Are Missionaries Still Needed In China?

Why Not The Fliv1Jer?
T HE most obvious change, and one that forces itself

irresistibly on the attention, is the construction every
where of "horse roads," as they are called in China. It is im.
possible for anyone not acquainted with the old roads to form a
correct conception of the startling change brought about by the
building of these broad highways. They serenely pursue their'
undeviating course, undeterred by minor hindrances. They
go straight forward, whete formerly the old roads, weak.
willed and yielding to a degree, wound their way in and out
and round about, here stepping aside to spare the feelings of
a tree, and there twisting to avoid a rock or some other ob.
struction. The country roads are not yet finished, the surface
being merely beaten earth, and in wet weather they make
traveling an appalling business. When the rain falls the old
road (which is itself bad enough to make one give up travel.
ing altogether) comes to its own again, and the fickle
traveler remembers his first love.

The making of these thirty to fifty foot roads in all direc.
tions is a stupendous undertaking. Not only do the farmers
receive no compensation for the loss of their lands, but they
have to pay for the construction of the roads.

Many cities and markets have been bitten by the craze.
Shops and houses have been pulled down so that streets can be
widened, and to show that there is equality, the townspeople
have been treated exactly the same as the country people. In.
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A Shining Example

ANEW record was established in gifts to missions by the
Seventh Day Adventists of the United States and Can.

ada in 1928 when a total of $2,820,114.11 was realized
through what is known as the 60-cent-a.week fund. This was
an increase of $127,583.41 over the amount given in 1927,
and is the larg~st offering ever made by the adherents of the
faith' at' what is known as the home base, for the promotion
of mission enterprises abroad, of any year in the history of the
denomination.

There are 110,422 members of the Church scattered over
every state in the union and every province in Canada as well
as in the two missions in Alaska and Bermuda who shared in
this giving.

The fund given for missionary enterprises is entirely sep
arate from the support that the advent followers give to their
church aerivities at home. Believing impliciry in tithing their
incomes, _they give one~tenth of their -earthly substance into
the tteasuty of their local conferences for the support of their
ministry and the promotion of all plans for the advancement
of the Church in their home fields. They also contribute extra
for what is known as church expense, which is utilized for
the up.keep of their edifices and the purchase of supplies, such
as literature an.d stationery for recording purposes.

separate the holy brotherhood. For all thus convinced, the
Federal Council is at once a clearing house and a fortress. In
co-operative service rendered by Christians who surmount
denominational lines is the secret of furure success and the
assurance of Heaven's guidance."

* * *
Bishop McConnell on the Race Question

BISHOP F. J. MCCONNELL speaks from a very high point
of vantage in his own towering personaliry no less than

from his position as President of the Federal Council of the 
Churches, when recently in a series of addresses in Atlanta on
"The Wider Significance of the African Problem" he says
some striking things on the race question. "The race prob.
lem," he said, "is not seerional or even national only, but
world wide. America, however, and partiCularly the South,
occupy a position of strategic and peculiar importance in reo
lation to it, so that our leadership in this field is certain to
influence the world vastly for good or ill.

"Certain unfavorable aspects of American race relations,"
said the Bishop McCo'nnell, "are already discrediting Chris.
tianiry in mission lands, as when in Mexico I saw a list of
American lynchings printed and paraded in the effort of Gen
eral Huerta to stir that country to war against us, and again in
China saw the same list widely broadcast as a reason why
China should rejeer our civilization and our religion. I am not
at all afraid of the uprising of the tinted races that some have
predicted, but I am afraid that unless we speedily build a
bridge of justice and co-operation, the chasm of misunder.
standing and distrust may become so deep as to be impassable,
thus shutting off each group from the contribution it ought
to receive from the other."

* * *

Dr. Cadman Interprets The
Federal Council

"WE CAN say with confidence," declared Dr. Cadman,
the retiring President of the Federal Council of the

Churches, "that Protestantism has founded great states,
thrown off the hindering subtleties and errors of the past, and
done yeoman service in behalf of a free Church, a free State,
free education, the right of the mind to pursue uninhibited
its investigations and of the heart to find and worship its
Redeemer as conscience dierates. If, therefore, it does not earn
the utmost praise of its partisan eulogists, neither does it de
serVe the inveerives of its partisan antagonists. The history
it has made is-not to be spirited away by verbal legerdemain.
ItS records are beyond the reach of some who, though born
within its _borders, never tire of berating it. Time has in.
scribed them on the very front and being of our civilization.
There they will remain so long as nations revere justice, lib.
erty and the principle that knowledge shall not be halted at
the imaginary frontiers of ecclesiastical omniscience.

"Now that new occasions breed new duties, making an
cient good uncouth, we, as Protestants, have to artempt the
unification of our forces without injuring the dearly won free
dom they cherish. Ir is the problem of problems of how
to adjust authority and liberty, the standing question of every
economy.

"I am convinced that the Federal Council of the Churches
of Christ in America supplies in its organization, its spirit and
its aims, the genesis of the problem's solution. It is enough
for me to say that if the waste of resources and energies is to
be stopped, if there is to be a great improvement in the
lamentably low standard of international morality, and a dim.
inution in the sotdid corruption, class b.ribery and intrigue
of sociery, a Christ.direered civilization must be achieved.
Moreover, whatever else Protestantism is or is not, it em·
bodies a noble religious faith, -determined to combat spirirual
evils with spiritual weapons, opposing to the world's· register
of values those which it has received from its Risen Lord.

"Divisiveness is nor congenital to its narure. Quite other.
wise, its centraI'stronghold is neither a Creed nor a Book, but
a Person and a Life. We, as disciples of one. Master, cannot
countenance what He annuls nor consent that feuds which
have lost interest for thinking men and women shall always
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"This Is Wonderful News"

T HE first break in the lines of licensed prostitution has
come, is the good word coming out of Japan. Years of

effort against this system of government protected slavery by
social service and religious bodies recently resulted in Saitama
Prefecture abolishing the system. Fukui and twO other pre.
fectures quickly followed. The resolution passed by the Fukui
Prefectural Assembly read: "The system of licensed vice is a
survival of feudal times when the personalities of women were
not duly respeered. Licensed vice not only runs against
humanitarian ethics but it is harmful to health and is also at
variance with international convention and the ttue digniry
of the Japanese Empire to today." This is wonderful news!

* * *
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I THY WILL. BE DONE
l: I and Hid in cr3hree Measures of Meal, 'fill It Was All Leavened"
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"Let 9rl'e 'fell You A Good Story"
Mr. ]. W. Clay, who built up in Sao Paulo one of the great mission boo~ and printing

houses of the world, does other things equany wen. He tells this
beautiful story of a missionary's home in Brazil.

DR. AND MRS. JOHN McPHERSON LANDER

"Who lelt their lootprinh on the sands
01 time in Brazil"

! ;.

to take dinner with him. When we went into the dining
room I was surprised and somewhat disgusted at seeing Mrs.
Lander take a seat at the table with us. My first impulse was
to leave the rabie, but my high regard for Dr. Lander reo
strained me. I watched Mrs. Lander's every movement, and
before the meal was half over I had been profoundly im.
pressed with the grace and dignity with which she presided,
and with the intelligence with which she entered into the con.

versation. And I was not less
impressed with Dr. Lander's
treatment of her. "Surely,"
said I, "Mrs. Lander is the
queen of this home, and a
wotthy wife and companion
of the cultured gentleman who
is president of oui: schooL"

"So impressed was I," said
the Doctor, "so strongly and
favotably impressed, that Ire.
solved then and there that
should I ever be so fortunate
as to secure a good woman to
be my wife, she' should cer.
tainly be my queen, and
should sit at the head of the
table as Mrs. Lander' does, and
I would treat her as politely

and as royally as Dr. Lander treats his wife."
"And there she is," said he, as he arose and made a grace.

ful bow to his wife. "She's my queen, and doesn't she look
and act the parr?"

DR. LANDER, I believe, was born in North Carolina and
spent some thirty or more years in Brazil, and was one

of the finest Christian gentlemen our Board has ever sent
out to the foreign field. His body now rests in the beautiful
hills of the great state of Minas, where he spent most of his
manhood days, hard by the great school which he founded.
He walks no more as a prince among the people he loved, yet
his stately example walks on and shall continue to walk with
those who were fortunate enough, like the poet of the gar.
den of four.score fruits, to come into contact with him as he
labored in the great southern world.

Dr. and Mrs. Lander left their "footprintS on the sands
of time" in Brazil. They left their impress in the lovely gar.
den of the four.score fruits in the beautiful dty of the land
of the Southern Cross. I venture to say that neither of them
ever saw this wonderful garden, or even knew of its ex·
istence. Yet their influence was felt in the planting of every
tree, and their spirit presides over the home set in the midst of
the garden.

It is seldom that the missionaty speaks with an eloquent
tongue, because a foreign language is not conducive to elo.
quence, but his. life, and especially his home life, if it is what
it should be, speaks with an eloquence that is understood by
all. Such was the home life of the Landers in Brazil.

THE MISSIONARY VOICE( 128]

I N BRAZIL there is a queen, in fact there ar~ many queens
there just as there are in other lands, but this story is to

tell of one in parricular.
In the ciry of Rio de Janeiro, said to be the most beautiful

city in the world, the writer has a very close personal friend
who is a remarkable personage in many respects. He is pro.
fessor of English in a big government school, is a speaker and
a writer of some note, is an outstanding Protestant, and is a
free.lance preacher and poet.

I was invited to spend a
day with him in his suburban
home on one occasion, and a
royal day it was. The Doctor
(professors, lawyers, editors,
poets, etc., are Doctors in
Brazil) was in a very talkative
mood, and being well versed
in English, French, and Portu
guese literature, he talked in.
terestingly indeed. We spent
most of the day in his gar.
den - his flower and fruit
garden-where he has more
than eighty different kinds of
fruit trees, and flowers galore.
He gathers fresh flowers and
fruits every day in the year,
and rare indeed was the privilege of one who is a lover of
fruits and flowers, to say nothing of literature and poets, to be
able to spend a day with this cultured Latin gentleman under
his own vine and fig tree.

The Doctor is a rather large man~ is very emotional and at
times impulsive. Having planted every tree in his garden
with his own hands, he is monarch of all he surveys-in his
garden. But in the house his wife is queen. At the dinner
table he pointed with a majestic sweep of the hand to his
wife who was sitting at the head and serving.

"You see my queen!" sald he, in his beautiful Portuguese
language. "She is queen of this house."

8

I N BRAZIL, as in most other countries, the men are "chefes
da familia." They are the "Manda chuva,' which means

the one who orders the rain. The man rules, and it is not
always that he divides his authority with anyone, especially
with a woman.

"You may be surprised at seeing my wife sit at the head
of the table and preside so graciously," said he.

It was rather unusual. I had been in homes in the interior,
in hundreds of them, where the women never came to the
table with men. I had grown tired of eating with men only,
and was glad to be in a refined home where the women sat
at table.

"When I was a young man," said he, "I went to school
·at Granbery College, one of your mission schools up in the
state of Minas. Dr. John M. Lander was the president, and
one day he invited me, together with several .other sqIdents,
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Will You ·Go Of- Send?
By MRS. J. OSCAR SMITH

Did you ever feel that your work was done
When you had not spoken a word?
Is that the kind of service you give
To the Holy One, our Lord?
Oh, listen, you're losing your joy, my friend
Do something and now-either go or send.

There's a call, hear it now
As it comes ringing in;
Will you take this message, my friend?
Will you help take the Gospel
To those who do not know-
Will you not either go or send?

The harvest truly is ready to gather in,
The need of good workers is great,
The Master has work for each willing hand,
And the time is growing so late.
Will you help today? Come on, my friend,
Let US either go or send.

No task is too small, nor the time too brief
For us to help drive away sorrow.
'Tis today-NOW-we need all the help you
can give,
And not put it off till tomorrow.
The time is "all times," dear friend.
Say quickly-will you either go or send?

After her pastor in one of the Churches at KanIas
City had preached a "very wonderful sermon" on Go
or Send, during the closing anthem, Mrs. Smith
"ICribbled these lines on the back of an envelope"
and forwarded it to VOICE.

J
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Church to stand between the marvelous advances of modem
medicine and surgery on the one hand and the appailingneeds
of the sick and injured on the other hand, and say, "It means
nothing to me" is unendurable. The v.icrims of infant mor·
taliry would rebuke such a Church; the martyrs of materniry
would reproach her; the memories of the healing Jesus would
rise to condemn. In behalf of such negligence the Church
could not plead ignorance of His will, for He made this
command inseparable from the missionary' commission; she
could not plead that the Lord had withdrawn from her the
gifts of healing, for the providence of God has surrounded
her with facts of science and facilities of service that amaze

rhe mind and fire the soul,
with their startling possibility
of good to mankind.

For the Church to hold her.
self aloof from'these discoveries
and unmoved by this need would
mar her vision and mutilate
her ministry. It would starve
her apprehension, dull her sensi.
bilities and benumb her hands.
She would be left unlovely and
alone.

The Church will not turn her
hospitals into revival halls;' but
she will minister to the souls
and bodies of men. She will noc
persecute her patients with de.
nominational propaganda, but

THE MISSIONARY VOICE

"THE hospitals of our Church are grow·
ing in favor and usefulness. "We now

have in the home territory 11 hospitals,
worth $9,500,000, having about 17,000
beds, treating annually 32,250, spending
about $400,000 a year for their service to
needy patients. The year just past has seen
something like ~1,500,000 or more added
in new building enterprises in our hospi.
tals, with other projects under way. The
Duke Hospital, costing millions, will soon
be added to the list, making the twelfth."
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WESLEY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL. ATLANTA. GA,
SCENE-TAKEN IN THE LUCY ELISABETH MATERNITY PAVILION

Missions and the Ministry
of Healing

c.By CHARLES J. JARRELL

T HE missionary advances of the Chutch have always
carried healing to the nations. It was true in the Gospel
Dawn when the Sevenry went everywhere preaching,

teaching and healing; it was true in the Apostolic Era when
gifts of healing were among the signs and wonders of the
Holy Ghost; it has been true in even wider degree when the
Church through the centuries has bestowed upon unen.
lightened peoples the benefits of the medical knowledge she
possessed. Our own Board of Missions operates hospitals in
Brussels, Belgium; Soochow, Huchow, Changchow and Shang.
,hai in China; Songdo, Wonsan, Seoul in Korea; Monterey,
Torreon, Chihuahua in Mexico; and at Wembo Nyama in the
Congo. The missionary motive
belongs to the ministry of heal.
ing. This is not saying that the
ministry of healing is a mere
method of propaganda, for no
thoughtful Christian thinks of
the missionary motive in terms
of mere propaganda. Adora.
tion to the Person of the Lord,
humaniry to the needs of men
and loyalry to the truth as it is
in Jesus combine to make the
ministry or healing one of the
majestic movements of the hu.
man spirit.

The frontal of the Church in
the homeland is deficient with.
out this ministry. For the
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ONE OF THE MAJOR OPERATING ROOMS. WESLEY MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL, ATL.ANTA. GA.

A S THE Bishop heads up the clerical personnel of the
Golden Cross, so the Conference Director heads up the

lay forces, and points out to the District Directors how they
can co-operate with the Presiding Elders in making the En
rollment a success.

The Church Director of the Golden Cross has a group of
recruiting offices for his assistants in the Enrollment. The
recruiting officers are: the President of the Woman's Mis
sionary Society, the Sunday School Superintendent, the Presi.
dent of the Epworth League and the Lay Leader. The re
cruiting stations are: the Woman's Missionary Society, the
Sunday School, the Epwotth League and the Board of Lay
Activities.

Where Sisters of Mercy have gone relieving human pain
under the constraint of the vow of virginity, Methodist
women and Methodist men can follow through a noble con
secration of themselves and of their wealth.

The Golden Cross is the way appointed by our Church for
a universal out-pouring of the heart of the Church in the min
istry of healing. That which was in the beginning but a
handful of corn grown with difficulty upon the mountain
tops is destined to become like the shaking of the cedars of
Lebanon.

under way. The Duke Hospital, costing millions, will soon
be added to the list, making the twelfth.

THE Golden Cross Enrollment for 1928 showed a gain of
30% over last year. The total was $66,000, to which

doubtless other thousands should be added because of incor
rect repotting. This is all cash and cost the Church but little
to raise. The North Texas Conference led the Connection

.having raised in 1928 through the Golden Cross Enrollmen~
$15,590 for the Dallas Methodist Hospital.

No church-wide funds of any sott have been allocated by
the General Conference to any of these hospitals. In place
of such assistance, the General Conference established the
plan of the annual Golden Cross Enrollment. The wisdom
of this plan has been amply justified. Each year has shown
the Enrollment to be a feasible and appealing method of
presenting a noble cause. The congested program of the
Church at first answered, "No room in the inn" for the new
born child of Christian conviction, but each year the thought
of the Church has given a larger place to the appeal of the
Golden Cross.

she will convince the world that' het faith is such a creed as
can be written on a scroll of golden deeds. Such a field spells
missionary opportunity in letters as tall as a town. Thete is
a Church in this nation that began this work something over
half a century ago. They had less money and fewer members
than Protestants had. They have worked mostly through
their .Sisters of Mercy. They have, of course, drawn largely
upon Protestant wealth. These good women in their sombre
ecclesiastical robes have wrought amazingly. They have
amassed $350,000,000 worth of hospital property to which
they add about $60,000,000 every year. They minister to
4,000,000 sick people every year and in doing this they come
in friendly contact with 15,000,000 well people-friends and
relatives of the sick. This means that they touch 19,000,000
Americans every year at a time when the heart is tender, and
bless them with a ministry that leaves behind it the aroma of
gentle service. This is a home mission program unsurpassed,
perhaps, in the annals of the Christian Church.

T HE missionary motive is reinforced by the educational
motive when we consider that every standard hospital is

an apprentice shop for the interne and a traihing school for
the nurse. If these have the spirit of Christ, do they not be.
come home missionaries with large opportunities for doing
good to both the souls and bodies of men? There are from
18,000 to 20,000 nurses now graduating each year from the
hospitals of the nation, and 200,000 graduate nurses now in
service in hospitals, in health work and in 'private duty nurs
ing. Has the Church no responsibility toward this large group
-a veritable army of young women training for public servo
ice? We assert the responsibility of the Church toward young
women pursuing courses in sheltered colleges. Shall we fail
to see the need of this other host preparing themselves in less
sheltered circumstances to stand in the literal foot-prints of
the young Prince of Glory as He went about doing good and
healing all manner of sickness and disease among the people.

THE hospitals of our Church are growing in favor and use-
fulness. The hospital enterprise is making progress in a

gratifying manner. We now have in the home territory eleven
hospitals, worth $9,500,000, having 17,000 beds, treating an
nually 32,250 patients and spending about $400,000 (1928)
a year for free service to needy patients. The year just
past has seen something like $1,500,000 or more added in
new building enterprises in our hospitals, with other projects

PRIVATE ROOM. SOUTHERN METHODIST HOSPITAL AND
SANATORIUM. TUCSON, ARIZONA
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T HERE is awaiting us a great opportunity for service and
church growth. The siruation is urgent, not only because

of those who are there, but for the hordes that will come in
the near future. One railroad is in operation; another line of
thirty miles is under construction, with plans to add an·
other thirty miles soon. This will be followed by a rapid de
velopment of the coal industry and the coming of thousands
of people. Within ten years this whole territory would be
developed into a group of self.supporting pastoral charges.
It is fondly to be hoped that our great Church will 'sense the
situation and find the means of improving one of the grear.
est opportunities in the home field today.

THE MISSIONARY VOICE

T HE effort of the Church is the. weakest, instead of the
strongest effort to help these people, as it should be. The

territory has been left largely to a Church that does not be
lieve in the "new birth," but lead their people to profess
a hope not founded upon the new birth,' but on some idea of
election, that does not believe in Sunday Schools, an edu
cated and paid ministry, the family altar, or in giving any
attention to the religious culrure of the young. The average
age at which people come into membership in this Church is
thirty-five years of age. They give more attention to the dead

than to the living. Ir is a land
where the funeral is the our
outstanding religious occasion.
The progress of education is rob.
bing them of both preachers and
membership growth. In the stare
of Virginia 54~% of the popu
lation are members of the
Church; in this territory only
6% % are members of the
Church. Most of the territory is
over-run with the flotsam and jet.
sam of various sects of "Holy
Rollers," which adds confusion
without bringing help. Surely the
rime has come when the standard
denominations should seriously
undertake something worth while
to evangelize this needy and
promising mission field. We have

as many pastors in this field as other standard. denominations
combined, but we have only four. They are fine men, gradu.
ates of Emory and Henry College, but what are they among
so many? It would require the services of fifteen additional
men measurably to cover the field.

by the State, are doing a monumental piece of constructive
work. The last ten years have witnessed a remarkable de
velopment in educational interest and in public school equip- .
ment. Some seventy teachers from the outside are employed
as teachers in these schools. In' fact, they are in the midst of
an educational renascence, the value of which can hardly be
over-estimated.

DR. J. M. CARTER, the ablePresid
ing Elder of the Tazewell District,

tells the story of a mountain section 80
miles long and 40 wide, the home of
more than '40,000 people, that under the
domination and blight of a non-mission
ary church, is largely destitute of any
effective proclamation of the Gospel.
He believes that with an aggressive
policy of missionary occupation on the
part of our church within ten years
"the whole territory could be developed
into a group of self-supporting pastoral
charges."

[ 132J12

A SIDE from mountain feuds and the manufacture and sale
of "moonshine," with the train of evils attending them

-things indulged in by a relatively small percentage of the
population-they are a peace loving, law abiding people,
possessed of a generosity and hospirality rare in the outside
world.

The educational movement in the two counties is led by
twO men, as County Superintendents of Public Instruction,
coming from good families, men highly endowed by narure
and thoroughly educated in our best institutions, who, backed

Forgotten Friends in the Mountains
By J. M. CARTER

,,0 UT of sight, out of
mind" is a proverb pe
e u I i a r I y applicable

towatd a great mountain section,
comprising the counties 'of Dicken.
son, Buchanan and contiguous terri.
tory in Virginia along the Kentucky
border, a territory some eighty miles
long and forty wide, the home of

more than forty thousand people, and representing more than
half of the territory of the Tazewell District in the Holston
Conference, which is surely one of the greatest and most needy
mission fields in our Southland.

This is a land of steep, sharp ridges and narrow valleys
presenting generally a rather rough terrain and not of high
fertility. The farms do not produce enough to feed the popu.
lation. For a generation or more they have depended largely
upon the lumber industry, now practically a thing of the
past. Only one company remains
that has not yet cut out all its
holdings. There are rich deposits
of coal, but the development of
this awaits the coming of the rail
roads. Except in the two court
house towns, and some four or
five very small industrial villages,
the people are poor, without em
ployment and unable to help
themselves.

Of course the best element of
the people in these courthouse
towns and industrial villages are
sophisticated, many of them well
educated and successful business
and professional men. Others are
simply mountain people, but most
of them of a fine type. In men.
tality and in elemental and essen.
tial human qualities they are quite up to the average. They
are a homogeneous people of pure American stock. There
are no negroes and no foreigners. The population has suffered
depletion in numbers and quality in two ways. Many of
the better element having considerable holdings have sold
timber and coal rights and left, and the best element of the
young people, as the educational process touches and awakens
them, leave to seek a livelihood or career elsewhere.
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An Impression of U zhorod
By D. P. MELSON

T HE Sunday we were in Uzhotod was the Jewish Feast 01
Atonement, and in the afternoon, we followed a stream of

people to one of the synagogues, a bizarre terra cotta brick
and sand colored building, where they were going for the
rites of atonement for sin. I followed some women into a
side entrance, leading to the gallery, where a veil hides the
women from the sight of the men, who alone can enter the
main part of the synagogue below. The women covered their
heads with a scarf or veil and wore sandals in' the temple and
read out of their prayer.books. The men donned white scarf
or shawl.like garments, with black stripes, which they had
brought with them, and each independently mumbling from
his prayer.book, went through cettain rites and gesticulations
which included covering the face, too, with the scarf. People
were coming and going all the time. Some young Jews sat on
the back rows looking on curiously, taking no parr. We were
told that the Jews of this synagogue belonged to an advanced
sect. Business is largely in the hands of the Jews, and they
have very unsavory reputations, particularly in the out.lying
villages.
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though on Sunday many of the
Rmhenian peasant women wore
shoes and were dressed in elabo.
rate costumes-tight.fitting bod.
ices and very full, fine pleated
short skirts, usually of bright col.
ors with a fancy band several
inches above the hem, and the
farther these skirts srock out,
thanks to numerous skirts beneath,
and the more they swished as
they walked, the better. On their
heads they wore kerchiefs, some.
times white with black polka
dots. But right among these
walked people dressed just as
any western people, the upper
and middle class Hungarians,
who befote the founding of the
Republic were the ruling class of
Ruthenia, and the Czechs.

Very interesting to see were
certain Jewish men and boys with
side-curls. They were dressed in
sombre black suits with long,
straight coats reaching well be.
low the knees, and worjC very
round, flat black hats, tipped
back slightly. Under these low.
crowned hats, one tight curl,
perhaps three or four inches long,

hung in front of each ear. Some of the men had beards, some
not. Some of the adults could wear this gatb with great dig.
niry, but small boys fixed up JUSt like their elders looked
very funny.

REV. D. P. MELSON discusses a
trip into Uzhorod, the capital of

Ruthenia. The editor passed through
this town in 1924, and remembers it as
one of the most colorful centers of that
region of Eastern Europe. Nothing
daunted, our Methodist workers have
gone into this city. Brother Melson
knows the work, and knows how to
tell a taking story.

I T WAS a wearisome, dirty
journey from Prague, the
capital of Czechoslovakia, to

Uzhorod, the capital of Rmhenia,
the most eastern province of the
Republic, where there is an or·
ganized Methodist c1mrch. We
had spent the' night and the fol.
lowing forenoon on the through
train, with such make.shift for
rest as is possible in a crowded
train compartment. In the mom.
ing our breakfast of tepid coffee
and rolls was passed in to us
through the car window at a
junction station. As we ate, we
w ate h e d splendid mountain
views, ever changing as the train
climbed up the valley of a wind.
ing, yet swift mountain stream.
However bleak the life in many
districtS of Slovakia and Ruthenia,
the scenery is ofttimes magnifi.
cent. As noon approached, how.
ever, the mountains gave place to
more level country, and Uzhorod,
our destination, proved to be flat,
drab and very dirty.

A row' of dilapidated cabs
awaited the passengers at the sta·
tion on the edge of the ciry. Autos
are still scarce in Ruthenia. Mud and mire covered portions
of the level dirt street, which led between rows of low, dreary
and often squalid houses to the center of Uzhorod. A grass
plot with a few straggling shrubs was pointed out to me as an
artempt at a park, and even that was surprising to find in
Uzhorod. The Hungarian hotel, said to be the best, boasted a
comparatively sumptuous coffee house toward the street, but
from the lobby entrance one could see the court.yard with
some pigs wallowing in the mire.

JUST in front of the hotel the main street was paved for a
couple of blocks, and this pedestrians used as a prome.

nade. Many of the stores were closed on Saturday and open
on Sunday, as the merchant class there are Jews. Street names
and signs were in three languages, Rusenian, Slovak and
Hungarian. The small shops often added Hebrew and a pic.
ture as well, for the illiterate, a picture of a coffin where they
were on sale, etc.

It was on this promenade that I watched the people, a
motley crowd of native Ruthenians, gypsies, Hungarians,
Jews, hwer Cechs and Slovaks. Dark.skinned gypsy women
and children walked barefoot, ragged and unkempt; one
young woman carried her baby unconcernedly on one hip,
held in place by a paisley shawl, wrapped around herself and
her child. Peasant women were also some of them barefoot,
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By ALAN K.MANCHESTER

Professor Manchester concludes in the following article the scholarly discussion
of education in Brazil begun in the March Voice.

EDUCATION tn BRAZI'L

We chanced co pass a Catholic Church just as a Hungarian
wedding parcy drove up in carriages, and like other by.stand.
ers, we followed them in. A young priest, apparently very
much bored, hurried through the marriage ceremony in Hun.
garian, which in spite of him, was still in itself an impressive
one. In this out of the way province there is said to be a very
inferior type of priesthood, who roll up wealth for them.
selves by preying on the ignorance and credulity of the people,
who are extraordinarily superstitious and simple. This condi.
tion is said co be less agitated since Hungaty is no longer
ruling, yet it still exists.
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gregation has a long way to walk to the church, and in wet
weather through a great deal of mud.

ONE of the ~t~war~ of the chur0 told us considerable
about conditions In the mountaIn villages of Ruthenia.

It is his 1:)obby to make trips ineo the countty and learn about
these people whose life is unbelievably hard and backwatd,
more aggravated than in Uzhorod. In these villages there ate
two men of standing, the Catholic priest, who extorts un.
reasonable fees for his services, and the Jew, who own~ the
bat, and, by advancing money or credit in return fot slips of .
paper signed by the impoverished peasant, gets in time con.
trol of the property and all of the business of the village.
Drink, and very strong drink at that, is one of the worst vices
of these villagers. Children reach school dead drunk, because
their parents have given them some to keep them warm on
their way to school. Many of the villages have no doaors.
Superstition runs wild. A fire recently broke out in one viI.
lage, and the inhabitants took their ikons and crufixes out of
their houses and prayed, making no attempt to stop the spread
of the fire, which swept away twenty houses before soldiers
came to the rescue. Peasants have been known to pay priests
to drive ghosts out of a haunted house. The land is barren,
and over-populated. After a dey summer, these people were
out of food before the end of September. Shiftlessness doubt.
less accounts fot this in patt, but their lot in life is a very
hard one.

IN UZHOROD those who knew it before Ruthenia be.
came a part of the CzechoslovaJ:ian Republic see c~n.

siderable improvement. The Hungarians. admit that their
governmene did not treat Ruthenia, a subjea province, fait.
ly. They have a great deal of responsibility for the terrible
conditions and the backwardness of these people. In this
responsibility the Catholic Church also has had a share, in
holding the people down. There is evidence that the Czech
governmene is doing a great deal for this sore spor of the
Republic. The need is appalling.

iners. All the examinations throughout the six years of the.
Gymnasium course are included. A special pamphlet gives
the points for the examination of admission at the end of the
primaty course.

There are two exams for each subject: one written and
one oral. The pamphlet gives ren points, each point divided
into three sections, for the written, and forcy for the oral. At
the hour announced by the examiners, those with the proper
credentials meet at a specified place and ten slips of paper
with numbers from one co ten on them are dropped into a hat.
Some student comes forward and draws out one slip. The
point in the pamphlet corresponding to the number extracted
serves as the question for all the group in the written parr of
the examination. At another meeting of the same group, the
same method is followed for the oral exams; this time. how.

THE MISSIONARY VOICE[134 J

THE dirt and squalor of Uzhorod reached its zenith in the
gypsy quarter. One can't say that they live in houses;

hovels describe them better. Their life seemed co be played
considerably in the streets between the rows of hovels. I saw
women cooking over fires built in the street, a man sitting on
a stool having his hair cut by another gypsy, possibly a barber,
children playing there, and pigs. The people of Uzhorod are
quite proud of the fact that there is a school for gypsies in
the city. The children are taught just three things: to read,
write and count. Once the city gave each gypsy child a fiddle
to encourage them in their talene for music, and it is said
that each of them is a natural musician. But even the children
have such old faces, and their 'surroundings are frightful.

T
HE Czech population, which is incteasing in numbers, is
:omposed of government officials and their families, and

of soldiers and officers, who consider it hard luck, practically
punishment, to be sene to this very undesirable station. It is
among these people that the Methodist Church is working,
and it is the only Protestant church doing work in Czech in
Uzhorod. The church is located in one of the best hOl~~es in
the city. The three rooms on the frone are used by the church,
and the rest of the house is the parsonage, overlooking a
garden with fruit trees: The pastor, a graduate of the Biblical
Seminaty, is an able young man, quiet and sincere. The con.

14

T HE organization and work of the examining Boards are
. interesting. The General Director of the National De.

partment of Education in Rio de Janeiro appoints reo
gional delegates and inspeaors to supervise the wotk through.
out the entire country. With the suggestions of the Delegates
and Inspectors, the General Director appoints the board of
examiners for each locality where the examinations are to be
held. Uniform points to be used throughout the nation for
the exams are organized by the special committee appointed
by the General Direccor, according to the program of studies
issues by the National Department of Education and put ineo
execution in the model government school in Rio de Janeiro,
D. Pedro II. These poines are printed in pamphlet form each
year· and sent before the examination period to the regional
delegates who place them in the hands of the official exam.
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BOY SCOUTS, GRANBERY COLLEGE
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A GROUP OF STUDENTS, GRANBERY COLLEGE.

, .. ~._-----,

"

The methods of teach.
ing employed have been
in most cases thoroughly
inapt or downtight wrong.
A superficial smattering
of facts has been sought:
memory and not reasoning
has been stressed. A gen_
eral lack of pedagogic
methods has resulted in
poor discipline, inade
quate class.room manage
ment, and faulty presenta.
tion of the subjeas speci
fied by the Federal Board.
Native educators such as
Dr. Joa Toledo of Sao
Paulo are remedying the
situation. Raul de Paula,
a native teacher, in the ed.

ucational review, "Revista da Educao," for May, 1923, states
the problem and suggests a solution:

"The problem of education is two.fold : to transform the
school which exists here without economic stabiliry, furnish.
ing bachelors of ans and doaors, whose diplomas and pass.
pons to public employment; and to enact compulsory educa
tion laws in the whole nation for the primary grades of at
least six years and make the federal, state and local govern.
ments support them. . . . It is necessary to stop the abuse
practiced by foreigners and natives of turning teachers with
the same facility with which they become clerks at the counter.
The competency of such individuals should be proven; and it
is necessary that they should have taken pedagogic courses
and have passed an examination to prove their ability . . .
The Federal Government should send teachers to the United
States, Germany and England to observe progress and to
bring back praaical ideas, avoiding for always the accursed
reforms with which each new government tries to distinguish

(Continued on page 38)

gisms; and (3) Space. The average age of the student who
goes up for this exam is between sixteen and eighteen years.

This system is based on the Reform Law of January 13th,
1925. Since then the reform has been revised by another aa
of the National Congress and funher modifications doubtless
will be made. It is sufficiently true, however, to give some
notion of the path which the Brazilian boy or girl has to
travel on the road to an education.

STUDENT VOLUNTEER CONFERENCE HELD BY DR. HOUNSHELL

APRIL, 1929

ever, each student draws his own slip of paper from the forty
placed in the hat and is given a cenain period of time, eight
co fifteen minutes, in which co answer. Any of the examiners
may interrupt him with questions, relative only to his point,
however.

If, for instance, the number drawn by the student for rhe
written exam in Arithmetic were ren, the examiner would
form~late one question based on each of the three pans of
Point Ten of the Instruc-
tions: namely, (1) square
root of common fractions;
(2) interest; and (3)
arithmetical calculation of
radicals. At the' 0 r a 1
exam, a student perhaps
would draw number' 30,
and would be forced to
answer orally three ques.
tions based on: (1) gen.
era'l theorems of divisibil
ity; (2) the cube and the
cube root of whole num
bers; and (3) the rule for
ascenaining i n t ere s t.

These questions and an
swers would constitute, his
final examination in Arith.
metic which falls at the
end of the second year of the Gymnasium course, or the 6th
or 8th of his entire school career. He is obliged, of course, to
prepare himself in the subject in such a thorough manner as to
be able to answer any of the ten wrinen and forty oral points,
none of which he is supposed to see until he pulls our the
slip of paper.

I N PHILOSOPHY, which comes in the final year of the
Gymnasium, or the tenth or twelfth year from the time

he entered the first grade, the candidate may draw num.
ber 6 on the slip for the wrinen exam. Thereupon the group
will have to answer questions formulated on each of these
three divisions: (1) perception, the external world, person
ality and imagination; (2) science and method, deduaion and
induaion and demonstration; and (3) God: proofs of his
existence and criticism of such proofs. If on the oral exam
the candidate is unfortunate enough to draw number 11, he
will have to discourse for fifteen minutes or so on: (1) c1assi.
fication of psychologiCal faas; (2) the conversion of syllo.
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A GROUP OF JAPANESE SCHOOL GIRLS DRESSED IN UNIFORMS MADE OF KOREA MISSION CLOTH

j,-.-

A Statement of the Condition
of the Church m Korea

By J. S. RYANG

.t

addition to this, the Presbyterian
Church of Korea has opened a·
Mission in Shantung, China, and
has been supporting for several
years three ordained missionaries
and their work with an annual
budget of about twelve thousand
Yen. So, Korea today can be
classified as one of the "sending
countries."

I N THE matter of the church
organization, Korea is by no

means behind the general prog.
ress. Some years ago, a Korean
Presbyterian Church was organ.
ized with the members of- the
four Presbyterian Missions ,work.
ing in Korea. Last year, the two
Methodist Conferences adopted a
resolution to form a Korean
Methodist Church, and it is
hoped that the plan will be
carried out within the next few
years. Thus the success of the
major denominations in Ko·tea
has been demonstrated by form.
ing an. indigenous church, which
is a mark of true evangeliza.
tion. So it has been said with

THE MISSIONARY VOICE

Rev. J. S. Ryang gives an able survey of
Christian conditions in Korea. Mr. Ryang, Chair
man of the National Christian Council of Korea
and Superintendent of the Siberia Korean Mis
sion, is one of our ablest workers, missionary or
national, in Korea, and in this interpretation of
the present situation speaks whereof he knows.

THE Korean Church is just
ly proud of the fact that
Korea is known to the

world as one of the most suc
cessful mission fields in this gen
eration. Yes, considering the
shortness of the period of opera.
tion and the smallness of the
force of workers, the result of the
missionary work in Korea is phe.
nomenal. During some fifty years,
rhere have been established more
rhan four thousand churches in
which the Almighty God is wore
shipped and the Gospel of Jesus
Christ is preached two or three
times a week. And there are now
more than three hundred thousand
people who have felt the trans
forming power of the Gospel of
Jesus Christ and realized the pres
ence of the Spirit of God in their
lives. In spite of the fact that
the people have been suffering
from an extreme poverty, during
the last five years the Korean
Christians contributed an average
of more than a million Yen per
year for the support of the va.
rious activities of the Church. In

16 [136]
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At the special request of the editor, Dean Tillett of Vanderbilt University furnishes the above picture. It is a group of Dr.
Tillett's old students in attendance at the Jerusalem Conference. Bishops Beauchamp and Usaki, seated;

Mr. Ryang, standing, third from left.

17[ 137]

salt without its savor. The educational and benevolent ac·
tivities of non-Christian establishments have outgrown the
Christian institutions, though the Christian Missions pioneered
them in former years. Besides, the Church is not taking an
active interest in the way of relieving the urgent economic
situation which is a life and death problem with the Korean
people today. The people, therefore, rightly or wrongly,
say that if the Christian Church could not supply the needs
of the people in this world here and now, her message for
the blessings of the future world alone is worthless. If we
are· continuing to preach the Gospel, it seems to be evident
that we who are in Korea must learn of Him who told the
disciples to give the multitude to eat. The old method of
merely telling the people the aim of believing is to go to
heaven and to enjoy eternal life after death does not make a
strong appeal to the present day Korean who is struggling to
keep his skin and bones together here on earth. So we need
a new method of approach, which may be more effective and
more acceptable t9 them.

Of course, a great world movement like Christian Missions
is more or less exposed to criticism. The Church, therefore,
ought not to be disC\luraged or alarmed by any of the per.
plexing ptoblems, no matter how severe and great they may
seem to be. But it is a plain fact that the need of the time
demands the Church to do more, and teaches us that the
Kingdom of God includes all realms of life. What, then, is
the direst need and the most urgent demand of Korea today?

(Continued on page 38)

measurable truth that the Korean Church is self-support
ing, self.propagating and self.governing.

If the secret of the success of the work of the Missions in
Korea could be given a word, it is that the Protestant Chris
tian Missions came to Korea with a message and method
which could meet the needs of the Korean people of that
time. Christianity has made, during the last forry years, some
wonderful contributions toward the enrichment of the intellec.
tual, social and spiritual life of Korea.
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By WINIFRED KIRKLAND
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appralsmg glance desired this boy for the dignity of the
priesthood. And Jesus himself? Never had he been listened
to,' like this. He was a human boy tasting the first sweetness
of grown men's respect. To remain here? To learn forever
the secrets of this wonderful thing called life, to learn here
in the temple to be one with the holy men of God?

But his mother saw him only as a runaway. "Son, how
could you hurt us so? Broken.hearted we have looked for
you everywhere."

The taut bronze figure, only a child's after all, trembled at
the misunderstanding.

"But how could you, knowing me, have looked' for me
anywhere else? Whete could I be but here, in my Father's
house?"

A s EVERY ?oy r.nust see one day, Jesus saw his mother.
He saw hiS bnef years stretchmg hack,-then she had

never quite known? She had seen him race and dance with
the youngsters in the little market-place of Nazareth, and
had not guessed to what unseen flutes of God his feet kept
time? She had laughed with him as together they watched the
bubbles of the leaven break through the crust of the meal, arid
had not dreamed how he was pondering -this strange revela.
tion of power? She had held out her hands for the lilies
he had brought her, yet had never felt what lilies meant to
him. She did not know he would be in his Father's house,
she, his mother! Yet her eyes were red with longing for
him. How mothers suffer!

And Joseph. The boy of twelve looked into the face of
the man he called father, that man whose unfailing kindliness
had made the name beautiful enough for God. Joseph ut
tered no reproach. He did not say, "Come home:' He had
never laid coercion upon Jesus. Joseph stood there awkward
in a patched cloak contrasting with the smooth-flowing priest.
ly robes. Jesus suddenly perceived, as every child mUSt one
day perceive, that Joseph was growing old, and that he was
tired. The journey had been too much for him. Jesus was
the only one who knew how lonely Joseph would be without
him.

H E STOOD there, the Child Jesus, in a council room, be
tween his parents and the holy priests of his nation. He

stood there beneath the temple's golden dome. In the temple
lay the scrolls of holy books which he might not stay and
read, for perhaps there is a word wrirten for him on the hills
of Nazareth, and not yet fully read. It is not easy to draw
back one's winged spirit and submit to a mother's fond ap
prehensions, but how othetwise shall he learn the secrets of
a woman's soul, which he has only as yet begun to fathom?
He looks into the weather-browned peasant face of Joseph,
and within those dull eyes he sees shining a veiled holy of
holies. Is there a temple more enduring than this tower
ing sanctuary of Jerusalem? Is the humblest soul a temple
where he, God's son, shall find his Father?

He stood a long time very still, gazing into those two
faces from his home, then the Child.Christ "went down with
them, and came to Nazareth and was subject w:to them:'

THE MISSIONARY VOICE

HE IS standing there, in that rich shadowy council
room of the many.chambered temple, a slim Oriental
boy in a peasant's coarse burnoose and tunic. His

brown feet are dusty on the mosaic floor. Quick and fluent
as is his every movement, in this instant he stands motionless
as bronze. For a moment the unexpected crisis has annulled
the childish curves and made his cheekbones austere with
coming manhood. His eyes, ordinarily merry as a sunlit brook,
are impenerrable now with prophetic vision. He looks from
that stately, rich clad, bearded group at, whose feet he has
just been sirring so delightedly, toward that couple now en.
tered, shabby, rustic, out of place, yet doggedly claiming their
child. In one flash of intuition he perceives that between that
proud circle so mysteriously friendly to him and these other
two, lies his future. He gazes into a woman's reproachful
eyes sodden with crying.

We undervalue him if we dream that the temptations of
jesus's life were confined to forry days in a desert. If his
humaniry is true, he was tested as we are tested, and often
unexpectedly, as we are. If his humanity is true, then like us,
he had to make decisions as child and boy that were momen
tous for his future, and for ours.

A

U NSEEN and high above him shone the golden dome of
Herod's temple, Herod's temple, half-pagan,-no:: Solo

mon's. High on the citadel of Jerusalem shone the temple
gatheting into itself all the richness, all the tradition, all the
sacredness of the Jewish nation. So high in prestige stood the
temple that even the honor of Rome demanded that the gov
ernor live at its gates, and even imperial commerce must ex
change its coin for the temple imprint at its portals. And
from far the temple dominated the imagination of every town
and of every village child.

For yeats Jesus had dreamed of his first journey from little
Nazareth to Jerusalem, to that sacred building whose golden
dome at the feast of their redemption drew the files of Jewish
pilgrims from everywhere as if they had been the radiating
spoks of a wheel. For years beneath the songs of birds and
the chiming of fountain water, he had longed for the choirs
of the temple, and beyond the gleaming wildflowers of Gali
lee he had dreamed of the splendor of rich.colored robes and
pageantry, all dedicated to God.

But above all else he had yearned to speak to understanding
ears the secrets of his heart and to ask for explanations of
the many mysteries perceived upon Nazareth's hills. Above all
else he had hungered to talk with those holiest of all men,
the stewards of God's high temple. The brief visit of the
Nazareth pilgrims had been all too short. With eagerness
unsated he had remained, absorbed, unreckoning, talking at
last with a free heart of that Father.God who had spoken to
him upon the hills even as to David, that long-ago king and
poet. Theri crashing through all his ardent words, this
interruption, his parents from far-off Nazareth, claiming him!

He knew he might have stayed with the priests. Old Hillel's
eyes were soft as they gazed on this country boy swift and
strong as the vine. Nicodemus glowed to the quick young life.
Gamaliel was ready to pour forth his wisdom. Even Caiaphas's
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a period of fifty years; also
accounts of the work in other
fields in Africa, which gave
an insight into the whole
scope of the missionary need
in Equatorial Africa, and a
knowledge of what is being
done to meet this need.

GIRLS' HOME, TUNDA

Ttl1lda Station
A T THE end of the long

journey up the Congo
River by steamer and train,
there was a half day of travel
by auto.truck and a day and
and a half by hammock to
Tunda, the first station we
visited in our Mission, which

is located about a mile from Chief Tunda's Village; the Mis.
sian village for the boy students, and workmen is adjoining
the Mission. The boys, girls, men and women of this vil
lage attend the school and church, panicularly the early
morning prayer services. There is a school and church in
Tunda's village under the care of a native evangelist.

Dr. W. B. Lewis, assisted by Miss Mary Elizabeth Moore,
is conducting a large hospital and dispensary, which is the
principal work being carried on at Tunda. The hospital is
fairly well equipped and is housed in temporary buildings.
Mr. C. T. Schaedel had charge of the industrial and evangel
istic work. Since Mr. Schaedel has been transfered to Minga,

ENTRANCE STREET TO WEMBO NYAMA

Administration Secretary, Foreign Fields

By ESTHER CASE

than fifteen thousand miles.

The Congo BeIge as
a Secretary Sees It

A MONDAY MORNING SCENE-PEOPLE COMING WITH PALAVERS

.0 N THE visit to the
Congo Mission I
was absent from the

office from July 18 to De.
cember 27, 1928. During
the time I was away I spent
two weeks in Poland, three
weeks in Belgium, and two
months in the Belgian Congo.
The travel, exclusive of the
ttip to Poland, involved forty
days by steamship, fifteen
days on river boats, twenty

.three days by train, seven
days by automobile, and three
days by hammock, catried on
the shoulders of natives. The
entire distance totaled more

vqsvqfU!)J

EIGHT days were spent in attending the Congo Jubilee
and West Africa Conference, an interdenominational

meeting which was panicipated in by sixteen boards of mis
sions, with one-hundred ninety delegates in attendance, the
majority of whom were missionaries to the Congo. Nothing

'could possibly have afforded such good preparation for the
secretarial visit to Africa as the conference in Kinshasha
(West Leopoldville), where we heard repons of the work in
the Congo as it has been developed and carried forward over

APRIL, 1929
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Wembo Nyama

T WELVE days were spent in Wembo Nyama, the first
few days in seeing the work and after that in attend.

ing the annual meeting of the Mission. This is our oldest and
central station. The hospital work is strong, but unfortunately
the brick hospital building for which Centenaty money
(woman's work) was given is still standing unfinished. Dr.
J. C. Dovell and Miss Mary Helen Farrier have charge of
the medical work. Miss Armstrong, also a member of this
staff, is now on furlough. Miss Farrier has charge of the
leper colony of one hundred and fifty patients, which is an
institution, distinctly apart from the hospital, located abour a
mile from the Mission and the mission native village. The
question of moving the leper colony is under discussion, due
to the fact that more space is needed for the gardens of the
mission village at Wembo Nyama, and also, to the difficulty
of avoiding contacts with the lepers who are situated so dose
to the Mision and to the mision village. A committee was

(Continued on page 25)

THE MISSIONARY VOICE

also has charge of the evangelistic work, but it is impossible
for him to take sufficient time for itineration to the various
villages we ought to be reaching in the neighborhood of
Minga. The water supply is about a mile distant from Minga
and the water has to be carried by natives for that distance
up a steep hill. This necessitates the boiling of drinking water,
which is a great burden on the missionaries.

The home for girls has not been developed at Minga; there
are only two little girls under the charge of the missionaries

at present. A temporary
building is used to house
them and several mother.
less infants with their na.
tive nurses. These babies
have been rescued by the
missionaries from untime.
ly death. The natives do
not know how to care for
orphan babies, so it is
their custom to send the
little ones into the next
world along with their
mothers. This is an im.
portant piece of work and
very expensive, owing to

GRINDING SUGAR CAN!! TO MAK!! SYRUP the fact that the only milk
available in the Congo is

goats' milk in small quantities and canned milk, which is al.
most prohibitive in price. Such work for infants is carried
on at each of the three stations and experiments are being
made in an effort to find a native product which will serve
as a milk substitute, such as that obtained from ground pea.
nuts, and ripe bananas.

The question of permanent building material is acute here
also. There are enormous hardwood trees available, but
there is no saw mill to facilitate reducing them to boards for
house building. There is no clay available of sufficient grade
ro use for bricks. The industrial missionaries are surveying the
bottom of streams to see if a sufficient amount of sand stone
can be found hard enough to serve as building material.
Everywhere in the Congo there is sand, sand, sand; no mat·
ter how deep you go into the earth you find nothing but
sand. This situation, and the lack of equipment for cutting
the trees, increases the problem for buildings and water.

Minga Station

T HE trip to Minga was made in one and a half days by
hammock and a half day by Ford car over a new road.

We spent five days there. The work of the dispensary and
the hospital was conducted by Dr. Janet Miller and Miss M.
Flora Foreman, the industrial work by Mr. T. E. Reeve, and
the splendid school by Miss Annie Estella Parker. Mr. Reeve
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Mr. Henry C. Ayres has the industrial work. The school and
the Girls' Home are under the supervision of Miss Myrtie
Bryant. Miss Bryant'S approaching marriage to Mr. Hubert
Degosserie will make it necessary for Mr. Henry E. Wheeler,
the new evangelistic missionary, to take charge of the. school
and for Miss Moore, the nurse, to take the Girls' Home.
Each of these lines of work is a full time job, therefore, we
cannot expect for great progress to be made, but I hope the
ground already gained may be held. The work of the Girls'
Home is new. There are
ten little girls in the
Home, ;which is in a
brick building with a
large yard, enclosed by a
wire fence.

The church has been
reconstructed with brick
pillars and low brick
walls, the work having
been done voluntarily by
native members of the
church and missionaries.
However, the roof is of
grass. The interest the
people have taken in the
church building is most
encouraging, and is a
long step toward self.support. There is one brick missionary
residence, a brick building for the industrial work, and a brick
residence under construction for the missionaries of the
Woman's Work. The other buildings on the station are tern.
porary and of native construction. Clay is available at Tunda
ftom which bricks can be made and this facilitates the erec·
tion of permanent buildings. Wooden houses would be a
possibility if there were equipment on the Mission to saw
hardwood trees into lumber. It is impossible for natives with
pit saws to prepare more than enough boards for floors, win.
dows, doors, roof timbers, and necessary furniture.

I attended a meeting of the Woman's Missionary Society,
and it was interesting to see the methods used by the mission.
aries to develop leadership among the native women. Each
missionary as an officer of the society has a native woman as
an understudy in preparation for the place. This meeting was
presided over and the program was carried out entirely by the
native women; about seventy.five were present. They have
no idea of world geography and do not know our periods of
time. Therefore, it was difficult to talk to them about the
Jubilee and to make them understand that I was giving them
a message of greeting as a representative of the Missionaty So.
'cieties in America, that have been working for world evangeli.
zation for a period of fifty rains (years). Although the work
is slow, the missionaries are working faithfully to prepare the
native women for leadership and they dare hope that some
of the women may ultimately become evangelistic workers or
Bible women.
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A ND then began the stories of difficulties, adventure, and
accomplishment that opened my eyes in a new and

deeper way to the greatest adventure of modem Christianity,
the work on the foreign fields. But there was no time to
marvel at the intrepid spirit of the workers on these fields,
for Miss Case was describing her journey.

"After we had made the long, three weeks journey up the
Congo, there was still a half day's trip in a car, a Ford truck,
to be exact. You' should have seen that carl" Miss Case
chuckled reminiscently. "There were nine of us in the party,
and each of us had to take all the baggage needed during his
stay in the interior. I had a suit-case, a hand.bag, my bedding,
and a brief case. Mr. and Mrs, Ayres were going in for three
years, so they had several trunks besides their smaller luggage.
Dr. Goddard was taking various things he had bought for the
mission stations-and the rest were laden accordingly. When
the truck was finally loaded, it was closely packed, I assure
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MARIA FUMBA, ONE OF THE DEMONSTRATION
BABIES, AGE 1 YEAR

that she was with difficulty restraining the questions that
were thronging to her lips. Only for a few minutes could
the conversation be kept on a general plane, and then there
came a rush of questions asking all the things we wanted to
know! "Please tell us about your trip. How is our work pro.
gressing? Was Africa as interesting as you expected? How
long did you travel up the Congo? You were right in the
very heart of Africa, weren't you? Did you really get to ride
in a hammock?"

So many and varied were the questions that it was a won.
der that Miss Case was able to sort them all out for answer·
ing. But she did.

"Indeed Africa is interesting-intensely so." Her voice
grew even more enthusiastic when she mentioned the mis.
sions. "And I was delighted with our work there. It is pro.
gressing splendidly in spite of the limited number of workers
we can keep on the field."

Romance In
Missions

By THELMA CAMPBELL

Miss Campbell is a young teacher at
Ward-Belmont College, Nashville, who
after a visit to Miss Case's home returned
to her room, recording impressions of what
she heard and saw. Miss Campbell has
given her consent to share these impressions
with our readers.

THE mission fields! They are little words, these three,
but for us at home they have a strange magic, evoking
as they do pictures that are bright with rhe glamour

and color of distant lands. Our imaginations are caught under
'the spell of the creeping jungles, the throbbing beat of tom.
. toms, the drifting, yellow waters of far.away rivers. But
these conceptions, highly colored as they are, are not nearly
broad enough. We have not seen half the picture; we have
not realized half its romance. There is the perseverance of
the knights of old in the patient and unremitting toil of those
who have received the great commission; there is the gallant
spirit of chivalry in their cheerful acceptance of the problems
and difficulties they encounter, in their joy of working and
their love for the people they serve. Romance? Indeed it is
romance in its truest sense, high-hearted, daring, inspired by
love for humanity.

'This realization came to me with renewed force on are.
cent visit to the apartment of Miss Case and Miss Haskin.
This apartment is the natural background for persons who
have spent their lives in the interests of Christian missions all
over the world. It is eloquent with objects reminiscent of
study, and travel on nearly every continent; it is bright with
the joy of the service they have seen. The floors are covered
with blue and gray rugs from Mexico where Miss Case
worked as a missionary for twenty years before she was driven
out by the hostile forces of revolution. On the walls are
hangings from Peru, Poland, and the Orient. The pictures
are from England, Japan, Brazil, Cuba and Mexico. Woven
Mexican baskets hold the magazines. It is a most cosmopoli.
tan place and its widely varied articles look happily at home
as if they recognize the bond of union that holds their world

.together.
The friend who accompanied me sank down on a couch

covered with a robe of furs.
"So this is from Africa?" she said, and it was evident
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missed the' excitement of the lion's visit,.-and she didn't
even experience the doubtful pleasure of hearing him roar!

Of greater imporranc.e and far more vital interest to Miss
Case, however, than visiting lions and such disturbances, was
the annual mission meeting of all the Methodist workers in
the Congo Belge. This meeting was held at Wembo Nyama
which, as probably everyone will remember, was named for
the chieftain of the Batetela tribe and was the starring point
for Methodist missions in that section. '

O NE can imagine this meeting near the lirrle African
village of mud-walled houses, where under the inter

ested gaze of the natives and within hearing of the menacing
whisper of the jungle, the missionaries from the widely
separated stations met once again to reporr on the progress of
their work during the year. How happy they must be to be
able to meet and exchange greetings with friends of other
stations; how deep and fervent must be their joy at the reports
that show how, slowly but surely, the frontiers of darkness are
being pushed back as the light of Christianity stretches far
ther and fanher! In the midst of accounts of the evangelistic
services, the schools, hospitals and industrial work at the
different stations, the meeting was suspended on account of,
an interesting problem of the workers.

"It is almost impossible on account of the lack of milk for
an African baby to' live if its mother dies," Miss Case told us.
"So the natives thinking that the child would be cared for if it
entered the next world with its mother, used to bury the living'
babies' with their dead mothers. For a long time, the mis;
sionaries did not know of this custom, but when they learned
of it, they underrook the task, and difficult enough it is, of
showing how these babie$ could be raised. Consequently, al
most all stations now have babies they are raising and using
for purposes of demonstrating to the African mothers the
principles of feeding, bathing, and caring for their children.
As it is a very expensive process if the child's food must de
pend entirely on canned milk brought in from the outside;
they are experimenting with all sorrs of milk substitutes such
as ground.peanut-milk and banana milk."

H UMOROUSLY, Miss Case described how these babies
were brought in their big baskets from the different

mission stlitions to the conference. Native women came to
take charge of them, but at feeding time, the missionary
women were always pre~ent to oversee that impottant pro.
ceeding. These children, of course, attraered a great deal of
attention and their feeding hour became a time of great in
terest. And so the little waifs of the forest, in obedience to
the injunerion of our Lord, have become a real parr of the
missionary kingdom.

We could have listened all night to the stories of this, most
interesting of mission fields, but we were forced to drag
ourselves away after we had lingeringly inspected the fur
robes, the woven baskets, the fierce, carved, black warriors,
the ivory beads, and the other interesting things that Miss
Case had picked up for a mere song. When the door of the
apartment closed behind us, we felt as if we had stepped
back into the commonplace out of a new world. It was a
new world, indeed, fascinating and strange, but a world in
which things that seem to us most unusual are but the every
day surroundings- for the beautiful work of missions., It
was a new world in another sense, a world in the making, and
in it we had glimpsed the force of God, expressing itself
through the knightly and heroic deeds of his people, at jts
business of widening the boundaries of His kingdom.

THE MISSIONARY VOICE

A PART of Miss Case's journey around the Congo Beige
distrier for the purpose of inspeering the various mis

sion stations was made in a hammock swung on the broad,
black shoulders of the native carriers.

"They call evety woman 'Mamma; " explained Miss Case.
"It is a native term of respect. Many times as we·were travel
ing along, the carriers burst out into a groaning chant, using
this word 'mamma' in such a wailing tone that I felt as if I
were killing them by being carried that way. But just when I
would be thinking that they were ready to drop with fatigue,
the tone of the chant would change to a zestful, energetic one
and they would sing, 'Mamma Eseta is come. Mamma Eseta is
come' as blithely as if they had been resting all day. So then
I knew that their singing was just their way of enlivening the
long, monotonous tramp."

But there is more than one way of relieving the tedium of a
long trip, and Miss Case related how on one occasion, a lion
performed this funCtion. In the outskirts of a native village,
they stopped one night in a "rest house" crudely and unsub
stantially construered of bamboo canes, with latticed walls
and a shaggy, overhanging grass roof. Only a narrow cleared
space separated the hur from the thick grass that offers its
waving green currain as a shelter to the animals of the
surrounding forests.

you. The trunks were standing on end and were covered with
packages of all sizes and descriprions. If you can imagine
nine people seating themselves around over that heap of
baggage in a Ford truck, you can get a very good picture of
how we looked as we starred that morning.

"A lirrle while before the truck starred, Dr. Goddard
and Mr. Eash announced their intention to walk on ahead
and ler the truck overtake them. Because of delays it was mid.
morning before we caught up with them on a hill just be
yond a native village.

" 'Those people in that village didn't want us to leave,'
Dr. Goddard told the rest of the parry as the twO climbed on
board the truck. 'They made all sorts of signs to us trying to
get us to stay and pointed with excited gestures in this di
reCtion. We could not understand it, but we tried to tell
them by signs thar you were coming along and would soon
pick us up.'

"We wondered what the natives could have meant, but
the whole thing became suddenly clear to us when, a few
minutes later, we came upon the first of a number of great
holes in the road, rangin~s from six inches to a foot or more
in diameter. They were elephant tracks which had cut so
deeply into the soft soil of the new road that our driver
had great difficulty in saving the unwieldy truck from serious
accident. Then we understood that the friendly natives had
tried to warn the missionaries against the grave danger they
ran of meeting this herd of elephants."

LATE that night, one of the carriers caught sight of a
tawny lion as he crossed the cleared space and slunk into

the grass not fifty feet away from the house. The carrier
awakened the men of the party who watched most of the
night for the return of the wild beast. Evidently, however,
that partiailar lion felt a little hesitant about calling on per
fect strangers, for at last the sound of his grunting and the
whispering of the waving grass died away as he slipped back
into the forests. One of the greatest disappointments that
Miss Case felt on her trip was that she was so deep in sleep
after her wearisome day in the hammock that she entirely
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Lo! Mid the splendor of eternal spaces
Pierced by the smile of God,
I looked last night upon celestial faces,
The singing ethers crod.
World upon world in rhythmio measute wheeling,
Millions of blazing suns like censers swung,
When down the lanes of light a Voice came pealing,
Upon my ear its clarion message flung:
"Today is Resurrection! Look not hence
To some far distant trumpet call to sound
That hour when, as the spirit'S recompense,
Man's body shall be summoned from the ground.
o feeble souls bound close with superstition,
o blind and halt and deaf that will not hear,
There is no other miracle fruition
Than thrills the Cosmos now, from sphere to sphere.
"Earth at this hour is shaken with the passion
Of resurreaion fire.
Stupendous forces move and mold and fashion
Unto God's great desire.
The only death is death in man's perception;
The only grave is grave of blinded eyes.
Creation's marvel mocks at man's deception-
It is man's mind that from its tomb must rise.
"Waken 0 world, if you would glimpse the wonder
Of God's great Primal Plan.
Open 0 ears, if you would hear the thunder
Hurled from the heights to man.
How long shall Christ's high message be rejeaed?
Two thousand years have passed since it was told.
Must one again be born and resurreaed
Ere man shall grasp the secret, ages old?
"What, then, the miracle of Easter day?
What meant the riven tomb, the hidden Might
That conquered death and rolled the stone away
And brought the Master back to mortal sight?
This! That throughout the worlds, One Life, unbroken
Rushes and Barnes in an ilnending vow.
Death cannot be, and never has been spoken
God and immortal life are here and now!"

ANGELA MORGAN
Permission Dodd, it/ead and Co.
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THE MISSIONARY VOICE

WHY are the people so ignorant of the treaty? There-
are various reasons. One is that no idea gets itself

understood by the masses except through constant, persistent
repetition and education. Another is that the treaty itself has
not been discussed with candor. The discussion has dealt
chiefly with things which lie outside the treaty-the Montoe
doctrine, the right of self-defense, the ambiguity in the British
note of acceptance, a possible league of nations' war against
an alleged "aggressor," _what obligation, -if any, rests upon
the United States in case the treaty is violated by some nation,
and such matters, not one of which is involved in or affected
by the treaty, and not one of which affects or weakens in the
slightest degree the substantive obligation which the nations
assume under the treaty.

Yet another reason is that the international "experts" who
interpret the treaty to popular audiences have themse~ves, for
the most part, been obfuscated by these irrelevancies, and
thus the simple obligation under the treaty has been lost in
doubt and confusion. These "experts" like to say that the treaty
would be all right if it were not "weakened" by the "reserva
tions" attached to it by the preliminary correspondence and
by the senate report.

As a marter of fact, no governmenthasmade a singlereserva
tion, or condition, or exception, Ot qualification to this treaty.

The peace pact is 100 per cene. Language could not state
more clearly, more simply, what the nations promise one an
other.

The treaty is absolute.
Ie is water-tight, bullet-proof.
There is not a single loophole in it.
No policy or national purpose of any government has been

reserved from the field of its operation.
The Monroe doctrine is subject to it. The British empire is

answerable to it at every point of its far-flung sovereignty.
France and Japan and Germany and Russia and all other
nations have pledged to hold their respective national policies
subservient to this paramount obligation.

the world. But the people who know what is in the treaty
are numbered by the hundreds, while those who have no
idea of what is in the treaty are numbered by the millions.
The treaty has been laid away safely in a vault in Washington.
It will never see the front page again unless the hundreds
who know take adequate measures to inform the millions
who do not know. The strength of the treaty is not in the
treaty. The strength of the treaty is in an informed public
opinion. The treaty is a tool, an instrument. Its effective
strengrh lies in the arm that wields it. And the arm that is to

wield this treaty is a public opinion which knows what the
treaty says and is determined that the government shall never
dishonor its signamre. That arm must be developed and
trained. - .

Peace Pact
Bullet Proof

By CHARLES CLAYTON MORRISON

The
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N OTHING now is so important as that those who under.
stand this treaty, whose minds are not befogged with

the diplomatic correspondence and the senate debate, or mis.
led by "experts" who are themselves befogged, shall publish
to the common people the great news that their government
has condemned war and renounced the right to use it, and
has entered into a covenant with all the world promising
never to seek the sertlement of any international dispute what-
ever by means of war. .

It is amazing how few the people are who know what their
government has done. For a few months the treaty discussion
has occupied a more or less prominent place in the daily
press. For two weeks it had t?e right of way i~ the senat7.
It was ratified by the senate. Signed by the PreSident, and IS

now in process of being ratified by the other parliaments of

DR. MORRiSON, the speaker on Peace at the Woman's
Missionary C01lncil, held in Washington, D. c., last
month, declares that the Kellogg peace pact is one

h1lndred percent. All it needs is the s1lpportof the entire
citizenship. -

The Government of the United States has signed and the
senate of the United States has ratified a solemn pledge never
to go to war again for any purpose whatever. The sole con.
sideration upon which this pledge has been given is that
the other nations of the world shall agree to the same thing.

Of the sixty-four sovereign nations of the world, sixty-one
have officially indicated their purpose to join in this mumal
multilateral agreement, and are now engaged in the process
of completing their ratifications. It is safe to assume that the
hesitant three (Argentina, Brazil and Columbia) will not
long remain outside this world-embracing covenant of

Assuming, theh, that all the governments of the world are
acmally or potentially adherents to the pact of Paris, what is
the next practical task for the peace movement to t'lldertake?
Clearly, it would be smpid and fatal for peace lovers to sit
down with folded hands and thank God that war has at last
been banished from civilization. The signing of the pact is
not the end of our peace endeavor; it is the beginning. There
is no intrinsic strength in the pact. All its strength is de.
rived from the will of the peoples whose governments have
subscribed to it. It will gather strength from year to year
as the peoples of the world invest it with their own pacific
purposes, and as governments show by their deeds that they
hold inviolate their plighted word.

What, then, evetybody is asking, is the next thing to be
. done? The answer is that there are many things to be done.
There is evetything to be done. But the one thing nearest by
-most immediate---prerequisite to all other things that wait
to be done is to see to it that the last man knows what his
government has done in his name.
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What is the obligation?
It is the obligation never to go to war again-FoR ANY

CAUSE WHATEVER.
That is what the treaty says. Words mean nothing if the

words of this treaty do not mean that.
The signatories "renounce it (war) as an instrument of

nationill policy," They agree that the solution of their dis.
pures, "of whatever nature or of whatever origin they may
be, shall never be sought except by pacific means,"

The millIons do not know this. If they had known it, the
day the senate ratified would have resounded with the ringing
of church bells across prairie, hill and valley, from ocean to
ocean. If they had known it, the factoty whistles would have
screamed the joy of the workers of the world. If they had
known'it, every bank and business house would have been
closed, and the schools would have declated a holiday while
the children with their fathers and mothers rejoiced that this
generation would not stand, as all previous generations have
stood, in imminent peril of destruction by the barbarism of
war.

Is this fantastic? It is not fantastic, for it is a picture of
what might have been IF THE PEOPLE HAD KNOWN WHAT
THEIR GOVERNMENT HAD DONE.

'But the people did not know, and they have not yet learned
what their government did. Why did they not know? Be.
cause those who could have told them allowed their own
thoughts to become so tangled and muddled with speculations
as to what would happen in case the treaty were violated
that they lost their power to envisage the possibiliry that the
treaty might be kept!

T HE outlawry of war is a people's task. Only th.e people
can give power to the new treaty. Only an mformed

people can guarantee- that its government will not lapse into
war. Throughout the decade in which this movement has
developed in the United States it was assumed by its sup.
porters that the people must first be educated and aroused ro
demand thar their governments make an end of all war. It
was assumed that governments would act only when the
people had been enlightened and atoused. No pioneer advo.
cate of the outlawry of war dreamed that any government
would step out in advance of its own fullf prepared .and
claimant public opinion and offer to renounce Its age-old nght
to go to war. Peace leaders looked for:vard to anot~er decade,
and perhaps a generation, of educative preparation among
the people, before they dared hope for any official govern.
mental commitment.

BUT Mr. Kellogg's proposal completely reversed this pro.
cedure. When he offered the multilateral treaty on Decem

ber 28, 1927, he stepped out not only in advance of othl:r
nations bur in advance of an adequately prepared pubhc
opinio~ in the United States. Mr. Kellogg's proposal took
the breath away, nor only from the diplomats in ~uropean

chancelleries but from his American constituency as well.
The average'newspaper did not know whar to make of it. In.
deed, most of the peace leaders in the United States we~e

shocked at the sweeping and radical character o~ Mr. Kell?gg s
diplomacy. But Mr. Kellogg, backed by. PreSIdent Coohdge,
and acting for the government, went straIght fo:ward-ahead
of the people, in the faith that what he was domg would be
approved by them when their convictions should become a~.

ticulate. His faith has now been confirmed by the senate s
ratification of the treaty. It wants only one thing to guarantee

APRIL, 1929

its complete realization: the intelligent and faithful support
of the man in the street, the man at the plow, the man at the
desk, the man at the lathe, the man in the mine, and of every
woman in every home and office and factory, and of every boy
and girl in every school and Sunday school. In short, public
opinion must now be so adequately informed as to what the
government has done that no propaganda will be able in a
crisis to sweep it off its feet.

T HE task before peace makers now is the direct opposite
of that which they faced before Mr. Kellogg made his

revolutionary offer. Then, :be task was to arouse the people
to demand action by their government. Now, the task is to
tell the people what their government has done. Some may
feel that it would have been better to educate public opinion
first and let government action follow in response to it. Bur
from the moment when Mr. Kellogg stood forth carrying the
banner of the outlawry of war in his hand, the strategy was
no longer in human control. And it is not now in human can·
trol. Events have put upon us-why should we not say, God
has put upon us?-a ttemendous responsibility. It will reo
quire a generation to discharge it. In pulpit and newspaper,
in school and home, in college and club, in labor union and
legislative hall, in textbooks on ethics-in every place and
by every means that public opinion is formed, let it be pro.
claimed that the government of the United States has joined
with the other governments of the world in mutually giving
an unqualified and unreserved pledge nevet to go to war
again!

The Congo BeIge as a Secretary Sees It
(Continued from page 20)

appointed by the Mission to make a survey and bring in a
recommendation regarding the future location of the colony.

Mr. J. H. Barden, assisted by Miss Rosa Eleese McNeil,
conducts the school at Wembo Nyama for mission boys and
girls and adult illiterates, and also the business office. How.
ever, Mr. Degosserie has been appointed in charge of the busi.
ness office and this will relieve Mr. Barden and Miss McNeil
from much detail work, thus giving them more time for the
educational work. The school is large and well attended, as is
also the Bible School conducted by Rev. H. P. Anker. In
my opinion, Mr. Anker should have more help in the Bible
School, since he is doing practically all of the teaching now.

Mr. E. B. Stilz is in charge of the agricultural and indus.
trial department of rhe work. He has done much to improve
the gardening methods and tQ introduce new fruits and vege.
tables. He has made a good start also toward a permanent
building program. There is now one permanent brick resi.
dence on the station, a brick bell tower, almost one unit of a
brick hospital and work has begun on a permanent building
for rhe industrial work. It is very necessary to have perrna.
nent buildings to house the industrial tools and implements
and serve as a workshop. The church is still in a large native
shed and so are the schools. Many of the classes are taught in
the church.

The FI/tl/re of the Work

I N MY opinion, no new stations should be opened in t~e

Congo Mission until we have a sufficient numbet of ffilS·
sionaries available for the various lines of work necessary on

(Continued on page 29)
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THE MISSIONARY VOICE

T HE program for the 1929 meeting was built upon this
phase of the subject and was divided into twO sections;

the first to discuss, "The Present Stams of Peace vs War",
and the second, "What are the Obstacles to be removed Be.
fore the Nations can Feel Secure Against War?"

The Conference opened on Monday evening, January 14,
with a banquet attended by nearly a thousand guests, Dr.
Harty Emerson Fosdick and Mr. E. C. Lindeman were the
speakers of the evening. Dr. Fosdick's subject was: "The
Interpretation of the Briand.Kellogg Treaty by the Peoples
of the Nations." He declared that the Peace Treaty was an
open, door to a grear opportUnity, that the hard.headed prac.
ticality that used to consecrate itself to war is now ttying
to find a way to peace. He said: "a way mllst be found
for it can never be well wirh anybody until it is well wirh
evetybody."

tion, or as to what to do next, there was an instinctive mrn·
ing to Mrs. Catt and she proved herself equal to every emer.
gency. Mrs. Catt said: "An astonishing change in public
opinion in favor of peace pacts instead of war, to settle
international differences, has taken plat:e within the five
years since our Committee was organized. At the first Con.
ference four years ago three.fourths cif the program was on
the Cause of War. Mrs. Catt said that she set about to list all
the causes of war she could find and she got up to twO hun.
dred and seventy.seven, but now there are no longer that many
causes and interest is centered in the cure of war.

By MRS. J. W. PERRY

MEMBERS OF CONFERENCE ON STEPS OF SENATE OFFICE BUILDING AFTER PRESENTING RESOLUTIONS TO SENATORS
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T HERE was held in the city of Washington, January
14-17, the fourth Conference on the Cause and Cure
of War. This body was composed of representatives

from ten national organizations, viz.: the American Associa.
tion of University Women, Council of Women for Home
Missions, Federation of Woman's Boards of Foreign Mis.
sions, General Federation of Women's Clubs, National Board
of the Young Women's Christian Association, National Coun
cil of Jewish \'{Tomen, National Federation of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs, National League of Women
Voters, National Woman's Christian Temperance Union and
National Woman's Trade Union League.

These organizations represent a constimency of approx.
imately 12,000,000 women and the delegates at the Confer.
ence .numbered over five hundred. They came from all parts
of the United States and from various walks in life. The
home maker, the college president, the wives of governors,
stenographers, church women, club women, women in in.
dustty _and professional women had gathered in the Capital
City, in the Hall of Nations of the Washington Hotel with
one thought and one purpose, that was to hasten the coming
of the reign of peace.

Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, the founder and chairman
of the National Committee was the leading spirit throughout
the meeting. Her wide knowledge of world conditions, her
deep interest in international affairs, her undaunted faith in
the final abolishment of war was manifest in evety session of
the Conference, and when there was a doubt as to any ques.
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The Story of the Front Cover

T HE following is the story of rhe paiming reproduced on
the cover of this issue of the VOICE.

"Miss Bertha Valerius, a Swede, in 1856 began this pic.
ture under guidance from the Beyond. After many attempts,
she bein£l quite unfrained in art, the picture (10 ft. by 6 ft.)
was finished to her satisfaction in 1896. Soon after, in accord.
ance with the promise of the Angelic Messengers, she passed
away peacefully in her sleep.

"The message of the picture was stated to be the need
for a belief in a Living Christ, still active for the world's up.
lifrment. The original occupies the place of honour in a
private Chapel in Stockholm. By request of the inspirors
there appears beneath the picture the verse, St. John 17:9.

One evening's program was unique in its presemation. The
question for discussion was: "Why do the Nations still main.
tain their War Establishmems, despite the Paris Peace Pact Re.
nouncing War among rhe signatories?"

A group of people carried on a conversation; Mr. and Mrs.
International Public Opinion, (Mr. Raymond Rich and Mrs.
Carrie Chapman Catt) were seated with Mr. Great Britain,
(Mr. Atthur Bullard), Mr. France (Dr. James T. Shotwell),
Mr.Germany (Dr. Reinhold Neibuhr), Mr. Italy (Mr.
James McDonald), Mr. Japan. (Dr. Sydney L. Gulick), and
Mr. United States, (Mr. Bruce Bliven). Mr. and Mrs. Pub.
lie Opinion were umiring in their effotts to draw out from
these men the real reason that prompted them to expend so
much on their war equipment. Each one was armed with
perfectly plausible reasons why he should maimain an army,
navy, submarines, airplanes, etc. Mr. Germany said: "You
want to know why the nations are not disarming? I wam
to know that roo." He added, rhat Germany had been dis
armed with nothing but a police force left. Mr. Japan seemed
to win the laurels.. Dr. Gulick spoke from a heatt that beats
in truest sympathy with the nation to which he has given
his best-he was Japan.
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A NOTHER evening's program consisted of an informal
reception at which a moving picture of two reels por.

trayed the horrors of the World War, bringing ro pass a
determination on the part of women to see to it that as
much as was within their power this should not happen
again. The pictures of Mrs. Catt, and the Central Com.
mittee in her beautiful home, hard at work, was received with
emhusiastic applause. Cablegrams were read from Lady Astor
and Miss Kate Courtney of the British Woman's Arbitration
Crusade, congratulating the American women on their mag.
nificent work for peace.

Miss Rosa Manus of Holland, vice president of the Inter.
national Alliance of Women for Suffrage and Equal Citizen.
ship, brought greetings from the women of Europe and a
pledge of their co.operation for the establishment of world
peace.

The Conference will always be significant because of the
ratification by the senate and the signing of the Multilateral
Peace Treary by Presidem Coolidge while it was in session.

One speaker spoke of women as the "weavers of peace."
These weavers have a beautiful pattern which grows slowly
but surely. It is of swords beaten into plow.shares and spears
into pruning hooks, and the Prince of Peace reigning through.
out the world.

Mr. Lindeman of the School for Social Work, New York
Ciry, spoke on "Condirions Surrounding World Peace;' say.
ing that war will be abolished when a new imellectual at.
mosphere is created in which war will be an uncongenial idea.

The consciousness of the fact that rhere is still a long way
to go caused rhe body to settle down and .proceed with the
program, hearing Dr. Edwin M. Borchard, professor of law
at Yale Universiry speak on: "Whar are the Real Obstacles
to Internarional Reduction of Armament?"

The program was comprehensive and the way to securiry
againsr war was presemed from many viewpoints. Mr.
Charles P. Howland of the Council of "Foreign Relations told
the Conference that the freedom of the seas must be settled
before there can be disarmament. Professor John H. Latene
of Johns Hopkins showed how investmems abroad and their
collection lead to war. Captain Thomas Schneider of West.
Point spoke on: "The Necessiry of Preparedness," declaring
that rhere is nothing incompatable or inconsistent with the
idea of accomplishing a state of organized world peace and
at tne same time recognizing the necessiry of preparedness
for defensive purposes. Mr. Paul Kellogg, editor of the
Survey, stated that the boundary agreement between the
United States and Canada was evidence of the success of
peace pacts and said the Permanent Commission was not so
much for settling grievances but for working out plans that
will be profirable for boch nations.

APRIL, 1929

T HE climax of the day came, however, when Dr. Ray.
. mond Rich; general secretary of the World Peace Foun.
dation, came to report that the Senate had ratified the Briand.
Kellogg Peace Pact by a vote of 85-1. There was great reo
joicing in the Hall of Nations that afternoon. Mrs. Catt
said: "It's the greatest triumph for peace the world has evet
known."

ABSORBING imerest wa~ cemered in the ratification by
the Senate of the Mululateral Peace Treaty which was

consummared on the second day of the Conference. One
can'never forget the thrill of that evem nor cease to be thank..
ful for rhe privilege of being in Washington on that occasion.

At eleven o'clock on Tuesday morning, January 15th, by
previous arrangement, the state delegations called on their
senators, requesting them to suPPOtt the Peace Pact with.
out reservations, and preseming them with resolutions in
favor of the Treary that had been passed by numerous organ.
izations in their respective states. It was an interesting sight
to see the .many groups of women wending their way up
"on the hill;' their arms laden with these resolutions each
seeking her senior senator's office for an interview with him

. and his colleague, the junior senator, who had been invited
to be present also. A rypewritten list of the names of rhe
meetings at which resolutions had been passed was sent to
Mr. Borah and it weighed one pound nine ounces (1 lb. 9
oz.). The list of names placed end to end would stretch
two miles. As the women passed out of the senate office
building they came face to face with a row of camera men
bem on having rheir picture but it was difficult to get the
group together at one time, for the visits were of varied length.
At the Conference in the afternoon reports of the imerviews
were made by the Chairman of the state delegations.
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By ELEANOR ROWLAND WEMBRIDGE
(Referee Juvenile Court, Cleveland, Ohio)

What Makes
felt by the man who wrote it. But I say with all solemnity
thit the young people whom I see, feel no gratitude that
they were born. Existence has been thrust upon them. It.
brings discomfort and anxiety, and the constant reminder
that they cost too much. No doubt they are expensive. ,No
doubt the wages of a working man spread over a large family
make his bills appalling. And when he)s tired, he dwells
upon it. He looks forward to the time when all his children
can leave school, earn wages, and pay him back for their
early maintenance. His children are his old age pension.
They are the life insurance of the poor. But the frank young
people of today, instead of thanking their parents for their
existence, ask in unvarnished prose-"Why did he have so
many kids if he can't support 'em? I got sick of their quare
rels about money. So I ran away." I should therefore can.
clude that when there is too much talk about money, when the
children feel that their needs are grudged, when their cost
is discussed in any but the most loving mood-with an as.
surance that no matter what they cost, their presence in the
family is a gift from heaven-that the family is cracking,
and dangerously near a break. '
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Breaksor

ANOTHER difficulry. In this new age of labor, the girl
is venturing into what was formerly men's work. She

does so primarily because she and her family need the money.
They would rather make more and scrimp less. But the fame
ily also needs her work at home. In going into outside work
therefore she often does not change her labor-but doubles
ir. She does what her brother does, and she also does all she
did before. She always had to wash the dishes, mind the
baby,. scrub the floor and do the ironing. She still does it.
But she works an eight hour day in factory, store or office,
besides. Her brother and father feel that when they step out
of the mill their day's work is done-but hers is not. One
hundred and fifteen pounds of girl must therefore often do
twice the work of one hundred and fifty pounds of man!
For this, the mothers are a good deal to plame. They have
suffered from this tradition, and yet they pass it on. Our
second point is therefore: Mothers, do not spoil your boys!
This seems to be how it comes about.

After the fathers and mothers have been married for s0!T!e
time there is a tendency for the hard problems of life to
over.shadow any romantic feeling they may have had for
each other. And the mother transfers what was her early
habit of spoiling her young husband, to spoiling her grow.
ing son. He may come in late at night. His indiscretions
are forgiven. He may lie around reading the paper while
his mother irons his shirt, saves him an extra piece of pie,
and pets him generally. All well enough if the daughter
gOt as much-but she irons her own dress, and has no extra
pie. The brother, therefore, thinks himself a very fine fel.
low, and expects his sister, his wife, when he gets one-in
fact all womankind, to wait on him. His father having been
spoiled by his mother, takes the same attitude. .

TH'E MISSIONARY VOICE

W HICH brings us to an important point. Why did the
Gundrazecs, the Niskis, and the Stovaks fall out to be.

gin with? And the answer is-Money. In my experience,
arguments over money cause more broken homes than all
the other causes put together. And nothing strikes so hard at
the root of a child's sell.respect, as to feel that the very ones
who created him, hesitate to cultivate and nurture, what they
themselves called into being. In the prayer.book there is a
sentence-"We thank Thee for our creation-" perhaps heart.
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A BOUT sixty to seventy girls appear with their par.
ents every month, in my court. Together we talk
their troubles over. My only wonder is that in a

county with well over a million in it, we haven't nearer six
hundred of them. The marvel is not that they behave so
badly, but that they get along as well as they do. If they
all had good homes and stayed in them, they would not pay
me a visit. But they do not have good homes, and so they
run away, and then the trouble begins. Which brings up
the reasonable question: How good does a home have to be
to expect a child to stay in it? To expect ANYONE to stay in

,it? If it is not happy, the oldest child runs away, the younger
ones follow next, with father close at their heels. Sometimes
he runs away first. Mother is usually the last to leave. How
much of this general scattering merely cracks the home, as you
might say? And at what point is it definitely broken?

It is customary to mean by a broken home, one that has been
disrupted by the separation of the parents. Although there
are many other kinds of break than divorce, divorce is as
good a place to start as any, for most of the other breaks lead
to it sooner or later. No one who is outside of a court room
can imagine the matrimonial tangles whic!-J confuse the fame
ily situation when divorce sets in. Mr. Gundrazec left, and
married Mrs. Niski. Mrs. Gundrazec then married Mr. Sto.
vac. Two of the Gundrazec children went with their father,
and three stayed with their mother. Mrs. Niski was also die
vorced and brought four with her, and Mr. Stovac has two
boys who came along with him. Now the question is, who is
to pay for Lena Gundrazec's tonsil operation, which the doc.
tor says is imperative? It is very soon evident to Lena that
no one wants to pay for it. Try to keep her out of earshot as
much as we will, she hears well enough that she is a burden
for all these adults to support. Her step.father tells her so,
her father tells her so, Mrs. Niski tells her so-and even
her own mother, who has several new Stovak babies to look
after by now, tells her that it is time she went to work, and
forgot her tonsils. Under these circumstances, almost any
young man she meets who is inclined to pay her bills without
blaming her becaus'e she has them, looks like Prince Charm.
ing to her. If the whole galaxy of parents and step parents
grudge paying for her, and all the boys she meets are ready
to empry their pockets for her-what do you expect of Lena?
This kind of a broken home produces the Lenas whom I see.
And is it quite fair to put all the blame on her?
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T HIS human tendency is exaggerated in families of for
eign origin, where, even when the m~n are out of work

and the women earn the wages, many of the men loaf all
day over the sporting sheet and expect the women to do the

,! housework after their factory day is over. And they resent
the slightest hint that it should be otherwise. "Me wash?
Me-a, Man?" they shout at me-great husky fellows while
their thin little women sit patiently by their sides, and shrug
their shoulders. If ever I have a temper, that rouses it,
"Yes YOU, You, a man. Washing clothes and scrubbing

. I floors is a mans work in the army and the navy. Why not
! i at home? Why not? Why not?" But sometimes: "I worked
. I all day at a job" they hurl back at me, "Every day she works

Ii at hers," I argue back. "And you weigh at least fifty pounds
'I more than she. You ought to be able to do more work, not
I ,I; less." "It's her work," they sniff, "She's a woman." And
I I in my opinion they will continue to sniff in scorn until women

stop rearing their sons as if they were of more intrinsic
f I! value than their daughters,

In the modern industrial world the difference between
I men's and women's work has pmctically ceased to exist. If

you doubt it, walk into a factory or business block, and look
around you, But in my court families, the heavy end of
the work rests upon the girls for they have adopted new
responsibilities and have not been able to shift the old, It
'is hard advice to give a doting mother, but still I give it:
"Do not try so hard to curry favor with your sons, that you
exploit your daughters! More important than petting your

. son is to train him to make a good husband for another
'! woman," That is asking a good deal of any woman, It is
" asking more of her than she realizes. But unless she can be

so selfless in her devotion, she is helping to break not only
a present home but a future one.

, \ T HE third rule to prevent a crack from even statting.
Keep pleasant-tempered, This seems to be a hard rule

to live up to. Father gets tired. Mother gets tired, The
children are young and touchy, and how they all "scrap"!
Sometimes at the supper table I have heard them-all of
them-when the noise resembled Bedlam. Nothing in par
ticular was the matter but-"Give me that. That's mine.
Get it yourself. You're a pig-always hogging. I am not
Hog yourself. Mother-make him shut up. You began it,
It wasn't my fault. It was too. Taddle-tale-Taddle.tale.
Cat-Cat, Shut-up. Whose telling tales now? Dumb bell, etc.
etc." Then father's voice booms out: "Can't you children
ever keep quiet?" He irritably leaves the table. John gets a

i. cuff, May cries in sympathy, Jim is sent up stairs. Mother tries
I co explain, and then she begins to cry too from sheet fatigue.
I Nothing in patticulat the marter but noise, friction, and surly

temper. Small in its way, but the Chicago fire statted from
a lamp the cow kicked over. And family breaks often begin
from less than that.

T HE home the children do 110t run away from, is where
they have a little fun. Where they sing, and play family

jokes; and Father does tricks for them, and Mother bakes
some extra cookies and surprises the family with a party. I
know one family that broke over a pack of cards. The father
liked'to play simple games with the children and the mother
honestly thought it wrong. So the father left home and the
children with him. It is a question of comparative values,
Which is wotse? The children playing Old Maid with their
father at home, or the mother alone, her ideas triumphant but
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her family broken? She must settle that matter with her own
conscience. But in general the women who decide otherwise
do not have to have their family troubles settled in coutt,

Can we summarize what each member of the family has a
right to ask of home before he leaves it?
Father:

Has a right to three as good meals as he can afford; to a little
quiet when he comes home, the evening paper, and not roo much
noise when he g{)es to bed; to a reasonable spending of the money
that he earns; to reasonable financial he!p from the others when
they can give it; to reasonable consideration from his children; to
a little leeway on temper-let him lose it once in a while without
being too hard on him; to a little fun in his own home, his
own way,

Mother:
Don't scold her if the meals are the best she can make out of

the money provided. A nickel can only be stretched so far. If
mother never earned any wages, don't expect he~ to realize just
how it feels. If she wants to earn some, and can without family
neglect, let her do it, and know the joy of her own money, The
rest of the family have it. Why not she?

Don't make a drudge of her. Or if she has to be a drudge,
thank her for it, in her lifetime. Let her be cross once in a while,
and don't talk back. She usually asks for less than the rest of the
family, so when she wants something, try to let her have ir.

The Children:
Treat the boys and girls as near alike as is sanely possible-in

education, in work, and in play. Let both the girls and boys earn
money, and at least spend some of it exactly as they want [0.
Let them all do a few silly things, if they are not harmful.

Put them on their own responsibility, Never grudge their legi
timate cost. When they COSt a good deal, make it clear that you
are glad they were born in spite of it. Don't talk about money
too much, but be careful of it,

General:
Love each other as much as possible, and keep quiet during the

intervals when you don't. Since everyone must (apparently) quar
re! a little bir-don't do it all at once. Take turns!

In closing, if you ever have dealings with people bred in
a broken home, make allowances for them, and try to under
stand what they! went through. Pay a visit to a divorce court.
See how they look, and hear how they sound. Have pity on
their children. And then go home. And be thankful that
you have one-unbroken!

The Congo BeIge as a Secretary Sees It
(Continued from page 25)

the three stations. We have not reached that goal yet even
with the new recruits who were sent out this year,

It was conceded by all who spoke on the subject at the Con
ference in Kinshasha that the work for women is the weakest
section of the work of all boards. This is true in our Mission
and it seems to be due, first, to the exceeding difficulry of
reaching the women, owing to conditions which prevail in the
Congo, and second, to our inability in the past to allocate a
sufficient number of women who could give full time to the
work. The Woman's Section has endeavored to bear its reo
sponsibilities in this. respect, but owing to the quick absorp
tion of many single women missionaties by the General De.
pattment through marriage, it has been an impossibility.

There is great need to strengthen the evangelistic work i~
the native villages, By all means, we should have an evan·
gelistic teacher in charge of a school and congregation in
every village in our territory, but we shall have to carry
on a more intensive training of teachers and preachers before
such workers will be available.

(Continued on page 35)
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By SARA ESTELLE HASKIN

The self giving of an entire family is so unusual that this
in itself is quite sufficient to attract attention, but more unu.
sual still is the way in which those who have come to this
community to give service have succeeded in submerging
themselves for the higher good of the community itself.· At
the beginning an old hall was purchased, but this soon be.
came inadequate and plans were put on foot for the new
building. This dream coming true was shared perfectly with

the community itself. In one of
the reports we read:

"The Children's House owes a
great deal to its neighbors. Before
its foundations were laid the street
had adopted it. It is no wonder that
a lively interest, was displayed when
the corner site was purchased ,eady
in 1923,for during the pe~ous ten
years the row of derelict, empey,
rat. ridden houses that stood there
had been a constant source of irri.
tation to us all. To pass by such an
ugly meaningless desolation, two
or thre~ times a day, when land
and houses were so scarce in the
Borough that it was not uncom.
man for a family of five to have
one small room in which to per.
form all the functions of life, pro.
voked bitterness; and already sev·
eral petitions had been sent up to
the authorities beseeching them to
remove the offending buildings
and to put up something useful on
the site. Each of these petitions
however had proved ineffectual,

and people were settling down into lethargy, when the news
got about that something wonderful had happened.

"The houses were coming down. The squalor was to give
place to beauty, colour and spaciousness. The children were to
come into their own at last. The street was to be honored and
glorified by having at its corner a place of pure joy, gaiety and
purity, devoted to the universal child and to the particular
child of the surrounding houses.

"When the hOflSe.breaking time came it was essential that
this event should be marked by a ceremony in which all
could join. Who should be chosen to put the first touch to
the destruction of ugliness? What grown.up among us all
was fit to do it? Eventually Minkie Cawte, one of our Nursety
School children, aged three, was chosen. She stood 'on the
improvised platform erected at the street corner, too en·
grossed in her 'piece of work to be moved by the sea of faces
around, and after the ground.had been dedicated to the service

THE MISSIONARY VOICE

"I KNEW THAT CHRIST HAD GIVEN ME BIRTH
TO BROTHER ALL THE SOULS ON EARTH."

-John M.seficld.
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I T WAS on one of those JIIper·foggy London days-it
seemed super to me though I was rold frequently that I
had not seen an English fog, a real fog being one so

dense that all traffic is stopped leaving those who are caught
out to find their way home as best they can or wait until that
black damp choking something is blown away by a friendly
wind.

Anyhow, the fog and darkness on this particular day,
when I made my way, piloted by
a charming English friend, into an
East London section, was sufficient
ro quite depress. the spirits of one
living in a land of almost perpetual
sunshine. It was sufficient, roo, to
help one in discerning and appre.
ciating a spiritual light which il.
luminated that dismal section of
London life. I had been told with
a peculiar little glow by anum·
ber of people that I must be sure
to visit Children's House, and as I
approached a rather plain two·
storied, red brick building, with
green door and shutters, the Out·

side appearance did not give the
impression of anything unusual;
neither did the interior though it
had a number of quite attractive
features.

But as the day passed the reasons
for this urgency to visit Children's
House became more and more un·
derstood, for the spirit of the place,
inherent in its very beginnings, as
well as the particular ways in
which this spirit is made aniculate, is indeed unique. The
establishment of this house and the unusual life eminating
from it is due largely to a family named Lester. The son
of the family became interested a number of years ago in the
people .of Bow, giving his services in helpfulness and sym.
pathy to the disadvantaged of that community. When the
Great War came on he, like all other sons of Britain, was
called inca service and like thousands of others lost his life
in the great conflict. Then it was that his two sisters with the
sympathy and support of their aged father took up the task
at Bow, in memory of their brother. They all gave of their
means and the sisters gave themselves, the father willingly
surrendering their companionship and care in his advancing
years. The Children's House, as I saw it that day in its
comfortable quarters, was made possible by the gift of Mr.
Lester when he had reached the age of ninety. This build.
ing he erected in memory of his own father and mother.
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Making Bright Spots
In Foggy London
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This unusual comradship cannot be missed by the most
casual visitor and neither can the spirit of the residents in
their urterbubbling joy over the tiny events which make uprhe
days of child life. They have truly learned to become as little
children, entering completely and radiantly into their lives,

I s NOTHING done for the grown.ups? you ask. Are the
people set adrift when they cease to be children? No, in.

deed, and here is another whole chapter in the. story. A three
minute walk from Children's House brings one to Kingsley
Hall, the genius and spirit of which grew out of a great spir
irual advenrure. A group of people, men and women, ad
vantaged and disadvantaged agreed to meet together for
worship, prayer, and conference concerning the Way of life.
In that group of earnest seekers, who were known to them.
selves as the Brotherhood of the Common Table, was a wid
ow, the bread.winner for six children. This was an experi.
ment of sharing in things material, mental and spiritual. It
was their custom for each to make a statement of monthly
income and expenditures, The member of the staff who told
me of the fellowship remarked that this custom was a most
excellent check upon. those members who had a bank account
for when they came face to face with one who had a very
meager income they realized that many things they had
considered ro be necessities were not so at all. When any
member ha'd a monthly balance, with his free and full con
sent it was decided by vote of the group to what need it
should be applied.

L IFE among the residents of Kingsley Hall is permeated
with this same sharing spirit and is a result of the

experiment of the' Brotherhood of the Common Table. ~he

staff is made up of both young men and young women, In

cluding several nationalities. Those who have no means are
provided with a mere living, others give their services with.
out any remuneration. They perform, in turn, all the ne7·
essaty household duties, and give the major part of their
time voluntarily to community service.

Kingsley Hall is a new building and the pride of the com
munity. The purpose of its founder is expressed in a report
which was printed as the Hall was being ereered:

"I am glad of this opportunity of reminding supporcers
(as I am constantly and ad nauseam reminding our members>
that the finest and most architecturally perfeer new hall IS

totally useless in Bow unless it is shot through and throU?~,

permeated and pervaded ,With the .S~irit of God-the Spltlt
which impels one to service, self-diSCipline and personal sac·
rifice. A beautiful hall would be :'- curse if the people who
filled it were self.centered, lazy or mean.spirited. During
the last eighteen months all of us in Bow have been facing up
up to this faer."

In its ereerion the spirit of joy in ownership was as evident
as among the children in their experience at Children's
House. No stones were used in the erection of Kingsley
Hall, so twenty.one symbolic bricks formed the material for
a ceremony. The crowd which wimessed this "stone laying"
was entirely democra1:ic in its representation, no lesser a per.
sonage than Mr. John Galsworrhy laying the first brick. ~ut

rhe most dramatic incident was when a man of the community
"calmly strode up in his working clothes, trousers stained with
lime and clay-dogged boots-took his place on the little
one-man platform and read the dedication: 'The foundations
of our house shall rest in our gracious Mother Earth who still
gives, and still forgives our abuse of her beauty. They shall

(Continued on page 33)
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of God and the childten by the ptayets of a latge crowd,
Minkie took the hammer from the mason and solemnly
knocked out the first brick amid the breathless interest of the
public.

"The great day came for the stone laying. The local un
employed constituted themselves stewards, as is their habit
on all our public occasions, and with our borrowed trowel
nine st9nes were well and truly laid to symbolize the things
Children's House was going to stand for,"

PEOPLE from all walks of life took parr in laying the nine
stones which were symbolized as follows: The Children

of all Nations, Nature, Vision, Rhythm and Music, Beauty,
Fellowship, Motherhood, Health, and Education. The srone
of Vision was placed by a girl of eighteen who had been a
charter member of the Play Hour, eight years previous, and
the stone of Motherhood by a typical East End mother.

When the opening day came, a latge crowd wimessed a boy
of the community hand the keys of the new house to Mr. H.
G. Wells with these words: "In the name of all the boys and
girls of this neighborhood, who are called to the guardian
ship of the Children's House, I hand this key over ro Mr.
H. G. Wells." Then Mr. Wells in company with Mr. Lester,
rhe aged benefaeror, entered the door with twenty of the
nursery children trooping gaily after them. This gift with all
that it included, was made with so complete a relinquishment
that the ownership of the community was absolute.

W ITH the exception of one or two trained experts, the
, residents of the Children's House give their services, .

and to aid in making their own fellowship complete, and to
further their oneness with the community, they themselves
perform most of the tasks for which servants are usually em.
ployed.

I Children's House is in reality the Children's HOllse and

I while its program carries all types of social and religious
, work, this sense of ownership is the largest contributing fac.
I, tors in individual and community development. The com.
I radeship between the children and the grown-ups is ex.

I
pressed by the Manchester Guardian:

"There is no artempt in the Children's House to impose
I discipline from above, because self.discipline seems to its
i promoters the only kind of discipline worth having. The

,I result is a freedom of intercourse between the children and
I I their grown.up friends which, to the conventional outsider,

may sometimes convey an impression of rudeness. But only
a very stuffy grown-up visitor, I should think, would objeer
to being seized round the ankle, (as .this visitor was) by a
little imp of a girl, stretched on the floor writing a letter,
and asked brusquely "Ere! 'Ow d'yer spell 'orses'?' Or

I 'even to her subsequent criticism-'Sure that's right? It does'nt
i I! look it!' It doesn't look right, if you come to think of it,

which applies to most correer spelling. But only children who
\ . are in the process of learning self.discipline would be likely

"

to say so to a grown-up visitor. This kind of free relation.
ship becomes invaluable sometimes; when, as at Christmas

I for instance, a boy who disliked his -present and scornfully
described it as a 'library book!' took his revenge on society by
helping himself to some toys belonging to the House. His
family record was bad, and he may live to be glad that it was
possible for him to be talked to as an equal and given the
suggestion that he might like to stay away for a week or so
and consider the ethical aspeers of the matter-a procedure
that is also successfully adopted in other cases of intract.
ability."
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What of Religion tn Russia?
By REBECCA CAUDILL
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bejeweled with cathedrals of divine worship and praise.
To no student of Russia is the situation incomprehensible.

Those who have known the Russian people best have referred
to them as God-seekers and God-wrestlers, and the title
is apropos. In the days of the old regime the intelligentsia,
the rich, ·and the nobility gathered in drawing rooms to dis.
cuss the meaning of this mysterious thing called Life. The
avidity with which they entered upon such discussions was

surpassed only by the eagerness of
the peasants who by roadsides, in
cemeteries, in the friendly woods, or
in their lowly huts grappledrealis
tically with the same problem. It was
from such peasants that Tolstoy
gathered the foundations for his
simple, earnest philosophy. He used
to meet them on the high roads and
in the village market places listening
to their views on religion and life,
and it was not until later when he
began to formulate his philosophy
that he found the corroboration of
these ideals of the peasantry in the
teachings of Christ. Tolstoy did not
reason from the Sermon on. the
Mount and the Lord's Prayer. He
reasoned to .them, and the Russian
peasantry furnished his experimental
laboratory.

Wherever there is a Russian,
there is this same questioning after
God. Julius Hecker describes a pris.
on experience of his which bears out

this statement. "I was impressed by the fervent piety of the
conviers, some of whom were considered dangerous crim.
inals," says Mr. Hecker. "In the morning they used to kneel
before the irons, knocking their foreheads against the floor,
as part of t~e chapel service which' they gladly artended.
Sometimes these 'hardened souls: would spend their last
kopek to buy a candle which they would devotedly light at
the shrine of the Virgin or in honor of their patron saint."

T 0 UNDERSTAND then the cruelties and atrocities of
the past which have been commirted by Russians tOO

often in the name of religion, it is necessaty to bear in mind
the faer that the moral code of the Russian people developed
quite independently of their religious life and praerices. Be.
cause the Russian National Church is not a teaching church,
the great mass of the people has remained in ignorance of
the moral teachings of Christianity with the result that no
people have so curiously united in their souls the contra
dierory characteristics of godliness and inquity. One of the
most glaring examples is Ivan the Terrible who had built his
grotesque cathedral outside the Kremlin Wall and who rose
at three in the morning to chant his solemn prayers for seven
long hours. But it was with evident relish that he had the
eyes of his architeer burned out of his head so that he could
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THE WATERFRONT WITH SHOPS, BUSINESS
HOUSES AND A CHURCH
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T HE train that runs from Moscow to the Polish border
leaves nothing to be desired in the way of comfort
and conveniences. The second class compartments are

spacious and deep-cushioned, and though they are intended
for only six persons, they will accommodate twelve, provided
the smaller ones of the group don't mind sirting on the arms
of the seats and being a bit crowded, and one or twO will
stand in the dootway with only their heads in the compart
ment. I speak advisedly for I have
been one of the twelve perched on
the arm of the seat.

Such discomfort was always to be
endured on certain" occasions by the
members of our party, though there
was a rush for box seats when the
religion of Russia was the topic for
discussion. In that respect we out
Russianed R u s s ian s themselves.
Their eternal query is: What is the
meaning and purpose of life any.
way? and ours proved to be: Is re
ligion to be or not to be in Russia?"
I might add for the sake of those
who may be looking for some def
inite conclusions to be drawn in this
article that so far as I can learn the
twelve of us are still divided fifty
fifty on the subjeer. About half of
us think Russia today of all places
on the globe furnishes the most fer
tile soil for a real, virile rebirth of
Christianity itself, and the other half
are positive that the devil has been
let loose in Russia and no visible force appears competent to
chain him.

TO UNDERSTAND the present situation it is necessary
to study two things: the religious charaereristics of the

Russian people, and the rise and dramatic decline of the
Orthodox Church.

One of my vivid impressions of Russia was the outward
evidence of the universality of worship during the czarist
regime. We arrived in Leningrad shortly after midnight, and
while crossing the Neva River on the way to our hotel, one
of the dilapidated taxis became disabled, and we stopped on
the bridge till the damage could be repaired. It was then
nearly two o'clock in the morning and suddenly from down
the river came faint rays of golden light, sublime and thrill
ing. From the mass of indistinct objeers about us there stood
out c1eady first of all, as if in answer to the roll call of the
sun, the tall golden spire of an Orthodox church. Almost
simultaneously, but not quite, appeared the starry blue dome
of a Mohammedan mosque, and the blue dome and rhe golden
s:>ire mingled their broken reflections in the dark waters of
the Neva. As the light became intensified other Orthodox
spires and other Mohammedan domes came to life, and
as far as the eye could see Leningrad, the beautiful, was
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for any sort of religion, which is popularly referred to as an
opiate of the people. The Communist philosophy of life,
according to Dr. Hecker, mentioned above, is essentially this:
"Man must determine his own destiny; he cannot expect any
help from gods or demons; he is his own God and is master
or slave of nature. There are no other lives to come for him
and therefore he must make the most of THIS LIFE upon THIS

EARTH. His means are science and cooperative toil and his
goal is beaury and the good life, where there is no exploitation
of wealch and no privileged class, but where all races live
and work in cooperation with each orher for the common
good. Religion, he believes, is a reactionary phenomenon
inherired from the period in the history of man when he was
helpless in rhe struggle againsr nature and lived in an im.
aginary world of fears and baseless hopes. Hisrorically, reo
ligion has been one of rhe chief weapons in the exploiration

of classes and in rhe oppression
of rhe poor, of which the czarist
regime is a most glaring ex
ample.

"The Communist is a militant
materialist and atheist. He not
only demands a confession of
atheism from the members of
his parry, but he most zealously
preaches his atheism and mate.
rialistic philosophy to non-parry
members and shapes the pro
gram, for the education of the
young in such a way as to pre.
pare the new generation for a
materialistic conception of life."

It is against such a back.
ground that the Christian church in Russia strives today to
keep its foothold and to make some impression on the national
character. "It is a risky matter to be a prophet, but to even a
casual observer it seems unthinkable that a people with a cuI.
ture the best produces of which are profoundly religious, should
all at once lose its soul and surrender to an alien and rather
superficial, though militant, materialistic philosophy of life."

Making Bright Spots in Foggy London
(Continued from page 31)

be deeper than the roots of man's greed, hate and pride.
The walls of our house shall stand for the bonds of fellow.
ship, bringer of laughter and joy.' "

The symbolic bricks were laid by representatives of groups
and of peoples. There was great applause when a Chinese
student upon laying his brick said: "I will give you one of
our Chinese sayings-'Under heaven one family.' This is
what you are seeking I think. We are working for that too."
In a niche of the foundation there was placed a bottle con.
raining a sixpence, a club membership card, a program, the
Gospel of Mark, and- messages of the Kingsley Hall people to
their descendants-these messages were written on vellum with
indellible ink. One was from a mother. Ie ran, "To the peo.
pIe of the future. I enjoy every hour of my life and I trust you
may find life the same." Several waxed conversational. "We
trust you people have what we worked hard to get-fellow.
ship, freedom, and the Spirit of God for everybody." "We are
trying to lift ourselves above the ordinary standard of the life

(Continued on page 35)

N OT until the year 1917 when the first great council of
the Russian Church was called to meet in Moscow, do

we find any very definite signs of life. This council proved
to be the most dramatic church conference of many a decade,
and since the Provisional Government was daily making
radical changes, and Kornilov was bidding for the allegiance
of the people to the old regime, no one knew quite what the
situation actually was. Furthermore, no one knew if the
church should adapt itself to this new government or if it
should plan for a return of the old czarist regime. Had
Kornilov been successful in his march on Moscow, naturally
the conclusion of this article would be quite different. Lenin
proved himself the greater magician of rhe two, and a be.
wildered cllUrch, heretofore secure and revered, was left
sttanded in a strange, chaoric world. With all its properry
nationalized, it became overnight ecnomically impotent. Tal.
erared but not reverenced, irs sure purpose in life gone, it
set about gathering up the raveled ends of its existence, and
what the outcome will be only the future years can tell.
Perhaps it can justify its existence, though there is much
ho~tility, much criticism to overcome.

The Communist Parry and individual Communists are very
emphatic in their assertion that in the new order of things

there is no place for the, Christian church-no place indeed
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never copy the plans he had used to build Ivan's cathedral.
The Orthodox Church of Russia was an offspring of the

I : church at Constantinople. At least it was until somebody
, shrewdly circulated the myth that St. Andrew, the Apostle,

had been found preaching on the banks of the Dnieper. Such
direct apostolic origin was not to be gainsaid and the Russian
church thus struck her first blow for freedom, at the same
time proclaiming loudly enough to be heard that the czars

I were the true and only emperors of orthodox Christianity.
I
I
I

ill
:1 i

I

T HEIR next move was a search for material our of which
saints could be made, and a national council called for

this purpose in the year 1547 canonized twenty.two such
persons. The idea was popular, and the search was accord.
ingly continued for two years when seventeen additional
saints were canonized. Only one thing was lacking-a Pa.
triarch, and this was obtained
when the Greek Patriarch came
to Moscow seeking alms for the

I impoverished Byzantine church
I and found the price of such

'
I alms to be freedom from the

yoke of the Greek Patriarch.
,j Enter next Peter the Great.
! Determined to rule the church
I as well as the state, and e'drly

I I in his reign having been
I' brought face to face with theI I

I
I spiritual sovereignry of the

Patriarch, he contrived to do
: away with this superior office
;! and established instead a Holy

Synod. The church of Russia
slept for the next two hundred years. It is true that her
slumbers were occasionally disturbed by the voice of some
prophetic priest who pled passionately for separation of
church from state and a reform of church government and
church practices; but such incidents were nightmares quickly
and quietly overcome, and the church slept on as before.
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9.. \VIlen boiling water to in..
fuse tea: I pray Thee, Lord, to
give spiritual fire to warm my
cold heart, and give, me a heart
on nrc to serve Thee.

8. When watering plant!: I
proy Thee, Lord, to send down
spiritual showers upon my heart
so that it may brice forth good
fruit.

3. When sweeping the floor:
I prny Thee, Lord, sweep my
heart free from all evil and make
it clean.

5. When receiving or sending
letters: I pray Thee, Lord, to give
me more faith that I may hold
consbnt communication with .Thee.

4. When buying oil: I pray
Thee, Lord, to give wisdom like
the wise virgins who had oil ready
in their vessels.

snow.

2. When,. washing clothes: I
pray Thee, Lord, waJh my heart
and make it pure a.nd white a,

1.. When opening the door: I
pray Thee, Lord, to' open the
door of my heart, that J may
receive Thee, Loid, within.
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6. When drawing water: I pray" :, othe
Thee, Lord, to give me the Li~.. I
ing Water that I may never thirst. ':~I· ~~

7. When lighting the lamp: I !I lili

pray Thee, Lord, ret Thy trUe i'i thlll
light shine within my heart and
make me in .11 that I do to be 1Ii.!(
kind and good like • lamp which the
lightens other.. ~l the

Iho
br~
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This chart will repay study even by those who cannot read Chinese. It is a call to prayer in
the midst of the daily routine of household duties. A prayer appropriate for each humble

task is suggested.
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The economic development of the country is disrupting
families and breaking up the old tribal form of native govern
ment. In order to provide labor for the building and upkeep
of roads, the location of many villages has been changed, the
people being transported to new places, where it is necessary
for them to build new homes under new conditions. In
many cases the location of villages has been changed in
order to get the people away from the tsetse flies which
abound near streams of water. While these changes con
tribute to rhe country in some respect, they are causing disin
tegration in others. This situation should challenge us to

evangelize the people for whom we are responsible as quickly
as possible, before they become completely dazed or demoral
ized by the sudden pressure of modem civilization, for which
they are wholly unprepared.

Senior Young People's ProgramuMay
THE DEVOTIONAL: "A Boy's Will," Luke 2:40-52-see

page 18 this issue of the VOICE.
THE MISSIONARY TOPIC: "On the Edge of the Rural

Town," (See program material for young people.)

NOTE: For Intermediate program material see Book of
Programs for Intermediates. Price 10 cents each.

I
I
I
1 The Adult Program n 9¥[ay
: The Year Book, which may be secured at Literature Head-
I quarter~, 706 Church Street, Nashville, Tennessee, carries full
I suggestIOns for the program each month. .
i THE DEVOTIONAL: "A Boy's Will," Luke 2:40-52-for
I help see this issue of the VOICE page 18.
I . THE MISSIONARY TOPIC: "Broken Homes," see leaflet also
I page 28 this issue of the VOICE.
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Making Bright Spots in Foggy London 1:'1. '
of our day and to ~~:l;~:e~~~~ ~:~e~3 ior the next genera- Ii !:."~:..;:.:~

The Congo BeIge as a Secretary Sees It tion to live in." "We live in hope that advances made by each 1~1j,:'~i:(:'
generation will be used for the benefit and blessing of man- . , ,

M~h Wti ,~d <,~"":~:"~:~Z~~nfereo" obon< 'he ~:; :f~'::'~:'~~~:': ::n~~Vffi w;U be in """"" ~.ii'!.:;:
need for a self-directing, self-propagating and self-sustaining ILI:, '::li1t
church. These discussions were all carried on by missionaries A S ONE enters Kingsley Hall, ir is soon discovered rhat 1!:l!i ,'f:'J..t:;
with no natives present. Certainly, in the next great confer- the chapel is central. A beautiful room it is-calling ro I'. '!!'':i;',::;'

~~~~ ~:':n7:;i~~~ri~:r~~ad t~:v~a~v~~i~~oi~~~~:g c~:e~~~~~ ~~~:~e~c:l~~:S ~~:;:t :~dre:~~~r~o~~ :~dh~~~ss~~~l;~~~ if'.::"·I:,::,:.•,'.:".:,·.).:;:::.J.:,~."i
for their church. This need was realized too late at Kinshasha. spirir of the institution. At the right as you enter the chapel II:
Practically the same situation prevailed in our Mission meet- there is a beautifully arranged Children's Corner, furnished In· '.i!'!:
ing where missionaries and secretaries discussed the plans with arrraaive and appropriate pictures and books. Ii;:;,: it' 'I
for a native church without hearing the voice of any native There is another room leading from the entrance hall which Ii,: il::: ;:;,]!
evangelist on the subjea. However, there is an element of holds within its walls many of the heart secrets and burdens of 11,/" """
hope in the situation. Perhaps less in Africa than in any the community, for it is set apart for private prayer and is 'I ,I : :,;',
other mission field will the native force himself to the front never used for any other purpose. The Hall contains also II" Ii: I '·.:f

~~l¥i:~~~J.it;r;i!,Tf~;~!#~~~ [S~~~~~E~~d:~p::':~gf~7:~:::~::::~ \:(';\':1
1,1 i:i ,'1;1"

the recommendation has been made for House John Galsworthy says: j :1",::;' i(1

the ordination of certain evangelists it "To draw up the blinds and let sun- 'It ,; ::;'.;:1
should be easier to call the native light in on the lives of children, who i .ttl,i! ,:J1i'!i

l :;ill:i 11'1.10:
brethren into counsel. otherwise will hardly see it-that is the : :)II,!' :;' f!;

In the Congo Mission our work is work of The Children's House. If it were i i I J I " :J

among such a primitive race of people 100 % AU X I L I A R IE 5 the work of ten thousand Children's ii!!::,;;;)'
that it affords opportunities of service Houses, such as that at Bow, the promise !~\ It?; ;, ;til
distina from that required in the other CENTRAL TEXAS of our future would be as shining as Iii" I',; :,:.J
fi ld I <I.... 'I '.

e s. To my mind, this condition CONFERENCE now, I gtieve to say, it is dark. Let us :, Ilit:; !::':~i

~~~~~~e:~~~:;::ejn~~:~~rs~~;roE~~ N&;i:i;c~S ~~il~:~~:~:;f:~~~~~;~;~~i:~~; :,l'ii!:!:!;;~
sionaries McKinney Ave., Dallas At the end of that day this visitor to :' ;1' iV, '

The r~pid development of the coun- WEST TEXAS CONFERENCE Children's House and Kingsley Hall, in {::li, :I::~!
try by the Belgian Governinent in the Midfield company with her new found overseas :! :', '1':'
building of railroads and highways has friend, wended her way back through 'I::.:'.::.. ,,',! ::!:
b h LOUISIANA CONFERENCEroug t our Mission into closer con- the fog, which had persisted with vary- j,; :Ii: . : '.j
taa with the outer world and has modi- Loganport ing darkness throughout the day; but {ii ::.:!i
fied the isolation in which our mission- MerRouge within there was a new radiance. Once 'ii: . "
aries have lived in the early days of the Lake Providence more and in a new way there had come :1,1',: (;:
Mission. They now receive mail weekly the comprehension that only in the com- i::f: II ;:

". ;~~o~ ~;as~e~~~~ frequently within a r~;t:~~;~i~~h~:nl:f:lli~l~~ ::r:~:~ the i(:< I'; II
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A Little Talk about Books
By ELMER T. CLARK

FOR twenty years or more I have made it a rule of my
life to read not less than two good books each week
no novels, no volumes of popular sermons, no books

on profound themes written by men without qualifications
for the task (like the series about things and people, "No
body Knows," for example), but books on' great themes writ
ten by men of authority and published by reputable pub
lishers. And, by the way, in selecting books I pay quite as
much attention to the publisher as to the author or subject.
Such having been my rule, I have developed an appreciation

.for good books, accumulated a library which I have never
seen equaled in private possession, and obtained some in
formation about the literature of the fields in which I have
been patticularly interested.

At the present time books are streaming from the presses
in unprecedented multitudes. Most of them, of course, are
not worth the reading, at least for one of my interests. Here
and there, however, emerges a volume to which thoughtful
persons should give something more than a passing attention.

Such a book is THE PILGRIMAGE OF BUDDHISM, by Dr.
James Bissett Pratt of Williams College (Macmillan, $3.00).
This is a large book of about 750 pages, and, unfortunately,
presupposes a background of information which most readers
do not possess. Nevertheless, it is a valuable contribution,
which should be studied by all persons interested in one of
the outstanding non.Christian religions of the world.

Those who are familiar with Dr. Pratt's THE RELIGIOUS
CONSCIOUSNESS, which for some years has been an authority
in the field of the psychology of religion, will appreciate his
fitness to evaluate the system of Buddhism. His gathering of
data was unique; learning all he could from theoretical study,
he then made various trips to the Orient, living with Buddhist
monks, getting close to and entering into sympathetic rela
tions with Buddhist leaders and people, and securing his
information in this first-hand manner. But do not be deceived.
He has not given us "a travel book," but a profound discus
sion of a great religion.

A LONG with Dr. Pratt's volume, I would place another
new book of missionary interest, A HISTORY OF CHRIS.

TIAN MISSIONS IN CHINA, by Dr. Kenneth S. Latourette, Pro.
fessor of Christian Missions in Yale University (Macmillan,
$5.00). This is another large book, in keeping with its
subject, but somewhat unlike Dr. Pratt's volume, it is "suf
ficient unto itself" and does not require such a range of pre
vious information. Any interested and intelligent reader with
enough patience to read a very large book will profit by a
perusal of Dr. Latourette's work.

Dr. Latourette has made all other books on this subject
unnecessary, which was not much of an achievement, however,
since, so far as I know, we have no ocher that even attempts
to exhaustively cover the history of Christian Missions in
China. And let it be said to the author's glory and our own
gratification that he is the one writer, outside of our own
fold, who has paid any attention to the work of Southern
Methodism in China. Two men recently wrote a very large
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book on PROTESTANT EUROPE, a reading of which failed to
reveal that the authors had ever heard of the existence of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South, as a missionary agency
in Europe. Professor Latourette's work displays no such pro.
vincialism or incomplete gathering of data.

I HAVE just read a book entitled, EVANGELIZED AMERICA,
by Grover C. Loud (The Dial Press, $4.00). Now I

never heard of the author of this volume but am informed
that he is a newspaper man. The happy.go.lucky style of the
popular journalist is all over the book, making it quite read.
able and interesting, but scarcely contributing to accuracy
and leaving the careful student somewhat in doubt as to irs
authority. There is not a citation to a reference in the entire
volume, although a bibliography is attached. The country is
being treated just now to a large number of such books, in.
teresting if true, informing if reliable, valuable if proven.

However that may be, I hav~ read EVANGELIZED AMERICA
with great interest and commend it to my friends. It can be
best, though not accurately, characterized as a history of
evangelism in America. Beginning with Jonathan Edwards,
the author sketches the work of the great evangelists of our
history down to Billy Sunday and Aimee Sernple McPher.
son. We have needed something of that kind and now we
have it. It ought to be read.

Mr. Loud, like so many of his kind, discusses tliings which
one feels he is really not qualified to discuss. For example,
his first chapter on "What It Is to Be Converted," shows
little knowledge of the psychology of religious experience,
although a great mass of scientific data on the subject lay
open before him. His treatment of his theme is not in.
tegrated-there's a good modern word for you-with psy.
chology and the religious history of this country. His sym.
pathy with the subject matter of his discussion is not what it
should be, either; and here let it be said that we are being
treated ['ow to a large number of books written by people who
have little sympathy with and hence no depth of under.
standing of the subjects about which they write. We have
THIS BELIEVING WORLD, a superficial and shallow discussion
of comparative religion by a man who shows little sympathy
with any religion; THE SON OF MAN, by Emil Ludwig, the
story of Jesus by a man who invents his faces as he goes along
and who makes literally hundreds, perhaps thousands, of
statements of fact for which he has not the slightest data
whatever; HENRY WARD BEECHER, by Paxton Hibben, a most
interesting biography, and well documented, but written by
a man who let his prejudice against Beecher and his work
shine through every page of the volume. Perhaps the cause
of ttuth will be served as well by persons who disbelieve in
the things about which they are writing as by those at the
other extreme who, like Parson Weems, are so obsessed with
the infallible glories of their subjects that no possible flaws
can be admitted. But it would be served best by the golden
mean that presents ascertained facts with sympathy and under.
standing.

(Continued on page 38)
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The Wodd in a Woed[

besides equally sharing One Sunday each
month and all fifth Sundays, and are subjecr
always to official call day and night. The
chaplains hold weekly chapel service for am
bulants and personnel, broadcasting same to
all bed pacients. Several attendant families
and personnel are served by them. Belter
opponunicy for .1 minislry of service can
scarcely be found.

CHURCH propcny in the United States
is valued at $3,842,577,000. The an·
nual expenditures of the Churches

aggregale above $810,000,000. The tOtal
membership is 54.625,000. Properry value
has more than doubled in the last ten years.
Membership has increased 23.2 per cent.
(l Special interest centers in the Sunday
School developments in Brazil at this time
because the Eleventh Convention of the
World's Sunday School Association will be
held in Rio de janeiro, july, 1932. The
Sevemh Natiooal Convention of the Brazil
Sunday School Union convened recemly in
]uiz de Fora, and was declared by all who
participated to hU\'e been the most successful
and inspiring interdenominational gathering
ever held in Brazil. There were 158 regis
tered delegates, which also was a record. The
division was Methodists 64, Presbyterians 59,
Congregationalists 17, Independent Presby
terians 10, Episcopalians 6, others 2. Most
of the delegates were gi,'en hospilalil}' at
Granbery College. the largest educ:uional in·
stitution of the Sourhern Methodists in
Brazil. fI The League for Interreligious Good
Will, to funher better understanding and
tolerance. has been organized with headquar
ters in New York. It is to be composed of
600 members, 200 each from the Catholic,
Protestant and jewish groups. (l Compulsol}'
military training has been abolished at De
Pauw University. President G. Bromley Ox·
nam, in making his statement to the faculry,
after giving his reasons for the step. said, "I
am interested in graduating people from De
Pauw University who are possessed of world'
minds, imimately acquainted with the peoples
of the world and pledged to a new method
of sereling imernational disputes, namely, the
use of the imelligence inslead of the sword:'
(l Colleges for Negroes in the Uniled States
more than doubled in numbers, and their
enrollment increased sixfold. during the ten
}'ears between 1916 and 1926, according to a
report recently issued by the Federal Bureau
of Education. From 31 Negro institutions in
1916, with an enrollment in their college
classes of 2.132, the number of institutions
had grown to 77 in 1926, with a college
enrollment of 13,860, a student gain of 550
per cem. In 1926, 1,l71 degrees were con
ferred, 211 being graduate and professional.
(l Sir Wilfred Grenfell has been elecred to
the renorship of the Universiry of St. An·
drews, Scotland, an honorary POSt founded in
the fifteenth century.

CONCERNING THE WORK in Przemysl
recent I}' opened by our Polish Mission,

Rev. F. C Woodard writes that in spite of
great persecucion and misrepresentation on
the pan of the Roman Catholic clergy, "the
people listen with a glad and eager spirit:'
Thiny persons have already applied for
church membership-several Ukrainians and
many Poles. Mr. Woodard asks our prayers
for this promising work.

-6-

T HE MANY FRIENDS of Miss Carrie
R. Porter, forMerly connected wich the

Board of /I-fissions and for the last three years
with our work in Kobe, japan, will be glad
to welcome her to the homeland. Miss Porter
arrived in Nashville February 16th, having
landed in Vancouver·on the 9ch.

-6-

R EV. R. T. HENRY. of the Kong Hoog
Institutional Church, writes of his Sun

day School: "It is hoped that our church can
make as its motto, 'Every member from our
Christian homes in the Sunday School.' The
work is going to be slow. and ic will demand
faithful and untirinJ; effort on the part of lhe
teachers. The alendance in lhe eNire Sunday
School will average 37 each Sunday for the
year OUt of an enrollment of 72:'

-6-

R EV. W. A. ESTES repons that the pres
ent state of our work in the region of

which Huchow is the center seems very
encouraging, conditions being much improved.
Our three churches in Hucllow are steadily
going forward. The attendance is good, and
the members are Jo}'ally working with the
paslors to make Christianiry a life issue
among the people.

-6-

M R. C T. SCHAEDEL of Tunda station is
very proud of the new church building

there. He S.I}'S: "There is a tendency here to
gee along with a shed for church services, but
we have never cared for this. and therefore
we pur our heads wgecher to see if we could
nOI stan something in the way of a better
church. \Y/e have put up brick walls about
four feet high on which we placed brick
pillars to the roof, and also made a brick
pulpit and stand, and put brick supports
under the seats, which are made of swamp
p~lm. We have also re-roofed the church
with grass and pUt in some new poles, and
in all have made quile a difference in the
looks of the building. Much of the work
has been done by the native village people,
assisted bj' the missionaries. The women of
the village carried the dirt and water while
the men carried the brick and other things:'

-6-

R EV. 1. W. COLSON, Chaplain at Vet
eranS' Hospital Number 60. at Oteen.

N. C, near Asheville. gives a good report of
his work. Among the 591 patients in the
hospital at the time he reponed there were
270 Methodists listed. with 199 present. This
number included adherents. The chaplains
in Oteen Hospital, of which there are two
besides Mr. Colson, are on dul}' 44 hours a
week and one Sunday of 12 hours a month,

Personals
ON NOVEMBER 30, 1928, there was

born to Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Banak a baby
girl, who has been named Marian Manha
Bartak. -6-

A ITER AN ILLNESS of over cwo years,
Rev. Joseph Kulich, pastor of the Meth

odist Church at Strasnice, died in the Gen
eral Hospital, Prague, on November 30, 1928.
This is the filS[ dealh from the ranks of
our Methodist preachers in Czecho·Slovakia.
Brother Kulicll was fony·seven years old,
and was licensed to preach On October 7,
1923. His charaner was above reproach,
highly esteemed by his colleagues, and be
loved by the people whom he served. He
was one of our most effective and consecrated
workers. He leaves his wife and two grown
daughters. -6-

R EV. AND MRS. ALEXANDER J. REID,
new missionaries to Czecho-Slovakia,

arr.ived in Prague on the evening of Novem
ber 16, 1928. On rhe following Sunday
Brother Reid preached in English in the old
historic Church of St. Manin·s-in-the·Wall.
It ~\'as announced at lhat lime thal Brother
Reid would preach regularly at this English
service. On the week after their arrival. Mr.
and z..-frs. Reid began their scudy of the
Czech language. -6-

T HE ANNUAL CONFERENCE of the
M. E. Church in ~ustria met at St.

Piilten, Austir, on December 13th. Dr. J. P.
Banak attended as fraternal delegate from
the Czecho-Slovak Conference. Bishop]. 1.
Nuelsen presided. Besides this Conference,
Bishop Nuelsen has seven other Conferences
in Central Europe, in Germany, Hungary and
Swilzerland. Dr. Banak repons thaI lhe
work in Austria, though much less eXlensive
than in Czecho-Slovakia, has the advantage
of grealer stabiliry, due to lhe fan that che
work there was opened fifty years ago.

-6-

T HE RANKS OF OUR PREACHERS in
Czecho-Slovakia have been increased by

the addition of Rev. Gustav J. Malac. who
has been transferred to us from the Ausuian
Conference. Brother Malac has been pastor
of the Czech Melhodist congregation in
Vienna for the past seven }'ears. He is a grad.
uale of the Melhodist Seminary al Frankfort,
German}', and is a forceful preacher. He has
been assigned to Bratislava, the capital of
Slovakia. Rev. Viktor Manincek, the present
pastor in Bratislava, will devote all his time
to evangelistic work. Brother Martincek is a
Slovak from America, who owes his evan
gelistic training largel}' to Dr. Torrey and 10

Dr. R. P. Shuler of Los Angeles, California.
-6-

T HE OLD BUILDING which we owned
in Slany, a city of 15,000 about thirty

miles from Prague, has been sold to good
advantage. With the proceeds we have pur·
chased a well located lot and let the contracr
for a church combined with parsonage. Ex·
ca"ations have alread}' been staned for the
foundations. The pastor is Rev. Jeroslav
Korf. who is in the second year class of the
Biblical Seminary.
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A Little Talk About Books
(Continued from pace 36)

N ow I have already exhausted the space
at my disposal and can do little more

than name a few other recent works which
thoughtful persons of religious interest would
do well to study, All of those listed here
under are from the press of The Macmillan
Company.

METHODS OF PRIVATE RELIGIOUS LIVlNG,
by Henry N. Wieman, is a book of religious
exercises adapted to the cultivation of the
spiritual life. We greatly need aids to the
cultivation of spirituality, and anything that
can help us at this point will be welcomed.
It is perhaps needless to warn of the danger
of attempting to reduce one's relation to God
to a matter of mental gymnastics, but the
author of this volume has nothing of the
kind in mind.

TONGUES OF FIRE is a book of extraas
from the w~itings and teachings of many
great religious leaders, Christian and non
Christian. It is compiled by Grace H. Turn
bull. The volume will give the reader a
glimpse of the high points of some of the
great religions of the world. It will not
enable him to evaluate any religion, however,
since one has no more right to select the
noblest things and form an opinion upon
them exclusively than he has to base an
opinion entirely upon ignoble things.

There is a new book also called OUR
ECONOMIC MORALITY AND THE ETHICS OF
JESUS, by Dr. Harry F. Ward. Readers will
recaU him as a sincere and able writer on
economic subjeas, with a slight bent towards
radicalism. In his latest work he has struck
the very crux of our modern problem, that
of squaring our economic praaices with our
Christian faith. Dr. Ward has made a con
tribution here, and students in this field will
do well to master his discussion.

Education In Brazil
(Continued Irom page 15)

itself, destroying even the good which it
found:'

In this work the Mission Schools are co
operating and in most cases showing the way.
In doing so we are faced by four general
problems. In the first place we must adapt
modern methods perfected in the United
States to a special people and environment.
The early maturity shortens the period al
lowed us from the lifetime of the boy or girl.
The utilitarian viewpoint dominates and not
the cultural in the results desired. The society
and traditions are Latin and not Anglo-Saxon:
race, blood, language, prejudices, needs and
ideals differ essentially from ours.

I N THE second place we must effect this
adaptation in the face of politics and gov

ernmental control. A banker, because of poli
tics, wrote the Reform Act of January 13,
1925, and consequently the student is forced
to complete both Geometry and Trigonometry
in one year.. his eighth or tenth of his entire
schooling--a manifest impossibility. The ex
aminers are frequently political satellites who
are not seldom confounded by the student
who is being examined. The superior schools
of the professions are strictly a government
monopoly, and by means of the examining
boards the government keeps a firm hand on
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the primary and gymnasium courses. Politics
is inextricably intermixed with the govern
ment control, making our task immensely
more difficult.

I N THE third place, the peculiar service of
the Mission Schools is to infuse into the

educational system an element of moral hon
esty, of idealism, of square dealing and fair
play in every ramification of school life from
the conduct of the teacher as well as the
pupil in the classroom, to the life on the
playground and in the dormitory. Our at
tempt to develop a Christian form of educa
tion meets difficulties similar to those so often
discussed in this country. The case of the
Mission Schools is made infinitely more diffi
cult, however, by the injection of politics and
governmental control into the whole educa
tional field, the antagonism of the Catholic
Church to any change in the old system which
it has dominated, and to the lack of ideals
of moral honesty to which an appeal may be
made.

T HE last problem which the Mission
Schools are forced to face in their co

operation with the native group who are
fighting to develop an adequate educational
system is that of support. No Mission School
has an endowment; any income beyond the
direct receipts from tuition, fees and board,
comes from the Church at hOme. Porto
Alegre College in the year 1927 had a turn
over of about twenty thousand dollars. which
at par exchange would be equal to nearly
forty-five thousand. Two thousand four hun
dred of this came from the Mission Board.
The rest came from fees, tuition and board
and a few gifts from local persons. The
amount received from the Mission Board
does not include the salaries of two mission
aries assigned to the College.

I N ORDER to continue to serve as a model
of pedagogic methods and equipment, our

schools are forced to employ only the best;
and hence highest priced professors, and to
maintain adequate equipment in the school
and dormitory buildings. We can do both
these things, because we are able to raise our
charges for matriculation, tuition and board
and still fill our schools. In thus appealing
to the aristocratic, rich element of the coun
try, we are able to reach a group who will
one day be influential and friendly toward us,
a group which the churches cannot reach.
Yet by so doing we tUrn our backs on the
membership of our Church, on any boy or
girl who seeks an education without the
price in his hand, on those who may be
trained to be preachers and teachers in our
work on the field. Money for expenses must
enter; we have no endowment; unless the
Church comes to our aid, we must close the
door in the face of our own people and deny
the future preachers and teachers of our
Church admittance to our schools. In that
case we defeat the end for which we came.

A N EFFECTIVE solution has been found
in two cases: Texas Universiry and

Southern Methodist University in their sup
port of Passo Fundo Institute and the Earl
Moreland Fund offer a way out. It is an
appropriate thing for the schools of this
country to give aid to the Mission Schools as

they are faced by such problems as we have
described and project the shadow of their
idealism to these far distant countries. It
would be well if other schools would follow
the lead of TexaS and Southern Methodist
Universities.

A Statement of the Condition of
the Church In Korea

(Continued Irom page 17)

T HE first and foremost need of Korea ta
day is the spiritual awakening of her

people, or a great revival of religion. In'
spite of the faa that evangelistic efforts have
been carried on with great success, we have
more pagans today than we had at the time
of the first missionaries' coming. This phe
nomenon has been created by the rapid in
crease of population. Forry years ago, the
population of the country was estimated at
about twelve millions, but the last govern
ment census shows that there are about
twenty millions, which is an increase of about
eight millions. While there was not a single
Protestant Christian in the country four years
ago, there were only twelve million pagans,
but today there are more than nineteen mil:
lion pagans! If we are to save the lost mil
lions, nothing less than a great revival of
genuine faith in Jesus Christ is called for.
We have many problems, but it is the most
vital one which we must not lose sight of
and which we must solve first of all. So our
Master has said, "Seek ye first the kingdo'm
and his righteousness; and all these things
shall be added unto you:'

W E ARE sorely in need of some high
grade and up-to-date Christian litera

ture on a wide scale. Koreans by nature are
, fond of reading. The power of the press can

help the Church in Korea more than any
thing else in the world. In instruaing and
developing the church members, as well as in
the work of spreading Gospel truth, we must
utilize the printed page more widely and
more freely. There is the Korean Christian
Literature Society which renders acceptable
service to rhe Church by publishing Christian
books, Sunday School lessons, periodicals and
tracts. But we are hoping that a good Chris
tian magazine and a Christian newspaper may
also be published, as well as a few books in
popular style treating from the Christian,
standpoint some of the social problems and
the intellectual difficulties which 'are con
fronting the young people of Korea today.
We also need some books dealing with world
problems, in order to widen the horizon of
our church members.

T HE Korean Church demands the better
qualified ministry. As the Korean Church

is in the formative period, strong, intelligent
and Spirit-filled leaders are urgently needed.
Humanly speaking, if the Church is to be
continued in the neJl:t generation, she must
get hold of the young men and women who
have been and are being educated of the
country, we must have ministers who are
capable of influencing and guiding them.

T HE Kotean Church needs to adopt scien
tific methods in religious education.

While we believe that the Spirit of God
alone can convert a man to be a genuine
believer, we should utilize all known meth-
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25 AND 32 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
604 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
210 SO. SIXTEENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA
177 STATE STREET. nOSTON, MASS.
4TH AT UNIVERSITY, SEATTLE, WASH.
152 BROADWAY, PORTLAND, OREGON
DIME DANK BUILDING, DETROIT
UNION TRUST BLDG•• CLEVELAND, OHIO
1005 CONNECTICUT N. W., WASHINGTON
ROBERT DOLLAR BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO
:514 W. SIXTH ST., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
110 ;OUTH DEAROORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

i"OKOH"'MA, KOBE, SHANGHAI,
HONG KONG, MANILA

This unique service is like a cruise on
a private yacht. You StOP where you
please as long as you please.

There is a liner every week into
Honolulu, Yokohama, Kobe, Shang
hai, Hong Kong and Manila.

And every fortnight there ·is an ar·
rival and sailing of these liners at
Singapore, Penang, Colombo, Alex
andria, Naples, Genoa, Marseilles,
New York, Boston, Havana Cristobal,
and Balboa.

Your ticket permits you to go Round
the World on one liner, which takes
110 days. Or you may stopover at the
ports you select and spend as much as
twO years on the trip.

There is no other similar service.
Yet with all its advantages, the fares
are most reasonable. $1250 and up
Round the World. All fares include
transportation, accommodations and
meals aboard ship.

You sail aboard magnificent Presi
dent Liners, broad of beam, steady and
comfortable. Spacious decks, enclosed
in glass. Outside rooms, with beds,
not berths. Luxurious public rooms. A
world famous cuisine.

American Mail Liners sail every fort·
night from Seattle for Japan, China,
Manila and Round the World.

Dollar Liners sail every week from
Los Angeles and San Francisco for
Honolulu, the Orient and Round the
World. They sail every fortnight from
New York for the Orient via Havana,
Panama and California.

Complete information from atly
ticket or tourist ageul or

The only way you can really know
the fascinating land. ofthe Orient.

American Mail Line
and

-DollarSteamshipLine

Atlanta, Ga.Box 126

MESHON LABORATORIES

WRITE FOR INFORMATION
regarding our ideal fund-raising plan!

Glasses $1.00
Dozen. Tray and 36
glas.e. $6.50 up. Be.t
gualit7 Collection and Bread
Plates at low prices. Send for
TRIAL OUTFIT. Write for free Catalog.
THOMAS COMMUNION CO.,Boxm.Uma,Ohlo

Product used in every home. No
money in advance.

-0-

l\iissionary Bureau
CmCAGO U. S. A.

Order Eali Your Easter
~1~"''''''"lri

For over fifty years. the Missionary's
best source of supplies-merchandise
of ('every character-has been ,Mont
(:omery 'Yard & Co., Chicago.

In addition to low prices. high qual·
it)· and n selection from 30,000 items,
Accredited Missio:laries nre granted
]0% discount on all orders, of $50.00
or over, selected from our export
tfttaloguc.

\Vrite today for our newest free cat·
alogue for ]929, No, 110,

MONTGOMERY WARD Be CO.

The Missionary's
Life Saver

EASY to EARN
$35.00

fronting the Church may easily be solved.
\'(fe hope, therefore, thar the Korean Na·
tional Christian Council will be strenglh~ned

at once and be provided with a permanent
office and full rime workers, both missionary
and Korea.

I l\o[UST not forget to emphasize the need
of more missionaries. During the lasr few

years the number of missionaries has been
greatly decreased, especially the men. The
Korean leadership has been developed along
many lines of work and many posilions of
responsibility have been transferred to the
Korean leadership. But well qualified mis·
sionaries are much more needed now than in
former years, because the work has grown
and the opportunity of service has been
widened. There are at present about three
hundred missionaries, both men and women.
Even if we double the number at once, it will
not be 100 large, provided that they are
specialists along some line of work. It will
be an ideal if we have an equal number of
missionaries on the following lines of service:

(a) Evangelistic work, including the work
of religious education and the young people's
work.

(b) Educational work, including the lit·
erature work.

(c) Social and community service, includ·
ing the medical and industrial work.

A S. WE have already noted that the King·
dom of God covers all realms of human

life, we cannot afford to neglect the physical
life nf the Christians whose bodies are the
temples of God. \'(fe need, therefore, very
urgently some industrial schools which will
produce practical men, such as carpenters,
masons, bricklayers, blacksmiths, as well as
farmers. The Korean Ch\:rch is confronted
with a very serious problem in the rapid
migration of Koreans into Manchuria and
Siberia. Because of the fact that Korea is in
a transitional period and because of many
orher causes, it has become impossible for
lhe majority of people to make a li";ng in
Korea. Hence a large number of them are com·
pelled to leave the country of their falhers.

I T HAS been reported that about five hun
dred thousand people left the counlry in

1927. The large portion of the migrants are
farmers, and consequently in recent years the
church membership has been decreased. Un
der these circumstances, it is clear that the
Christian Church must teach and help her
members in some way to make a decent liv
ing. If this step is not taken, it may be
impossible for her to keep her present posi.
tion, not mentioning the difficulties of ex
tending her border and building up self
support for the future. Over eighty·three per
cent of the Korean population belong to the
farming class, and such a group certainly has
a right to demand serious consideration from
the Church. The Y. M. C. A. has recently
started some rural work which has been
highly recommended. The Church, too, must
hasten herself to do some industrial and
rural work, partly for proteaing herself from
losing the ground and partly for serving the
needy people.

T HE Korean Church should have a united
front. Fortunately, there are not many

denominations in Korea, and rhe relarionship
belween them has always been cordial. But
still there is room for improvement. As
there are many problems which are common
10 all, and as we believe "Ihere is strengrh in
union," we must have an organization which
may act as a clearing house for information
and which may lead all the Christian bodies
to co·operate in their aCtivities to win the
Koreans for Jesus Christ. I am glad to say
thar we have already organized the Korean
Narional Chrisrian Council, which is com·
posed of thirteen Christian bodies in the
Country. We believe that all the future acriv
ities of common concern should be operated
through the National Christian Council in
stead of aaing individually. In this way, we
believe, many of the major problems con-
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ods which will help to bring children and
adults iritO a vital experience of God revealed
in Christ. There is a wonderful opportunity
of carrying On the work of religious educa·
tion in Korea, as we have about four thou·
sand Sunday Schools with about two hun·
dred thousand scholars, besides many other
agencies of smaller magnitude. It is strange
to note that in both Christian and secular
institutions of learning the scientific melhod
of study has been accepted, yet the Church
is slow to adopt the scientific method of
study in teaching religion to lhose who have
already been accustOmed to learn in a scien·
tific way.
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Inspiring messages, warm with a passion for world redemption, as they fell·
from the lips of impassioned speakers facing a vast audience-the most
deeply spiritual collection of missionary documents anywhere to be found--.
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